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Tracewell, r; fourth, W. S. Holman, d; r; eleventh, Ar F Draper, r; twelfth, Elififth Jesse Overstrelt, r; sixth, II. U. jah A Morse, r; thirteenth, John Simp-kinJohnson, r; seventh, Charles I. Henry,
r.
r; eighth, George W. Farris, r; ninth, Michigan First, J B Corliss, r; secFrank Harley, r; tenth, J. A Hatch, r; ond, George Spalding, r; third, J C
eleventh, George W. Steele, r; twelfth, Burrows, r; fourth, II F Thomas, r; fifth,
W. F. McNagney, r; thirteenth, L. W. AVA Smith, r; sixth, D I) Aitken, r;
Royse, r.
seventh, II G Snover, r; eighth, AV S
Iowa First, S. M. Clark, r; second, Linton, r; ninth, R P Bishop, r; tenth,
George M. Curtis, r; third, D. 15. Hen- R O Crump, r; eleventh, John Avery, r;
derson, r; fourth, T. Updraff, r; fifth, twelfth, S Stephenson, r.
R. C. Cousins, r; sixth, John F. Lacey,
Min.vksota
First, James A Tawney,
r; seventh, J. A. T. Hull, r; eight, AV. r; second, J T McCleary, r; third, J P
P. Hepburn, r; ninth, A. L. llagar, r; Ileatwole, r; fourth, A RKeifer, r; fifth,
tenth, J. P. Dolliver, r; eleventh, George J L Fletcher, r; sixth, Charles ATowne,
D. Perkins, r.
r; seventh, F M Eddy, r.
Illinois First J Frank Aldrich, r; Missouri First, C N Clark, r; second,
second, William Lorimer, r; third, U S Hall, d ; third, II G Orton, r ; fourth,
Hugh R Belknap, r; fourth, C. AV. G A Crowthers, r; Fifth, J CTarsney.d;
Woodman, r; fifth, George E While, r: sixth, R E Lewis, r .venth, J T Heard,
sixth Ed D Cook, r; seventh, George E d eighth, J D Hubbard, r ninth,
Fosh, r; eighth, A J Hopkins, r; ninth, Champ Clark, d tenth, R N Barthold,
R R Hilt, r; tenth, P S Post, r; eleventh,-AValte- r r eleventh, Charles F Joy, r twelfth,
Reeves, r; twelth, Joseph G Seth W Cobb, d thirteenth, Jolin II
Cannon, r; thirteenth, A' AVarner, r; Rainey, r fourteenth, Marshal Arnold,
fourteenth, J V Graff, r: fifteenth, P IS d fifteenth, C G Burton, r.
Marsh, r; sixteenth, F E Downing, d;
Mississippi
First, John M Allen, d
seventeenth, James A Connolly,
r; second, John C Kyle, d third, J C
eighteenth, Fred Reinann,r; nineteenth,
ditchings, d fourth, II DeS Money, d
Benson AVood, r; twentieth, Orlandi
fifth, J S Williams, d .üxth, W II DenJohn Higgins, ny, d seventh, A X Newman d.
liurrell, r; twenty-firs- t,
George AV Smith, r.
d; twenty-seconMontana At large : Charles S Hart-maKansas At large: R V Blue, r.
r.
First, C Broderick," r; second, O L
Nkw Jkksby First, 1 1 C Loudenslager,
Miller, r; S S Kirkpatrick, r; fourth, r; second, John J Gardner, r; third, R
Charles Curtis, r; fifth, John Davis, p; F Howell, r; fourth M Pitney, r; fifth,
sixth, A H Ellis, r; seventh, Chester I J H Stewart, r; sixth R W Parker, r;
Long, r.
seventh, T McEwen, r; eighth, C NewKbntiu'kv First, John J Kendrick, d ; ell Fowler, r. Total, republicans 8.
Nkw Yoiík First, R C McCorinick, r
second, J I) Clardey, d ; third AV G HunU
second, I) M Hurley, r third, F- M
A
Montgomery, d; fifth,
ter, r; fourth,
AValter Evans, r; sixth, A A Berry, d; Hurley, r fourth, R L Fisher, r fifth,
seventh, George Denny, jr r; eighth J C G Bennett, r sixth, J R Howe r
eighth, J JAralsh,
B MeOreary, d ; ninth, S J Pugh, r; seventh, F Bartlett.d
d tenth, A J
C
Miner,
II
d
ninth,
N
T Hopkins, d; eleventh, Silas
tenth,
Campbell, r eleventh, AVilliam Sulzer,
Adams, r.
Louisiana First, Adolph Meyer D; d twelfth, George B. McClellan, d
second, C F Buck, d; third Andrew thirteenth, R C Shannon, r fourteenth,
Philip
L Quigg,
r fifteenth,
Price, d; fourth II AV Ogden, fifth, C J L
L Fair-chilR
r sixteenth,
Lowe,
Boatner, d; sixth, II M Robertson, d.
1!.
B.
r seventeenth,
Maryland First, AV II Henry, d;
J Lefevre,
r eighteenth,
second, J F Talbot, d ; third, II AV Rusk, Odell,
d; Fourth, J K Cowen, d; fifth, C E r; nineteenth, F S Black, r; twentieth, George N Southwick, r; twenty-firs- t,
Collin, r; sixth, G L AVellington, r.
D E Wilber, r; twenty-seconMassachusutts First, A B Wright, r;
AV
SiM
N
Curtis, r; twenty-thirsecond, F II Gillett, r; fourth, J J
Twenty-fourtA
-'
C
ChickAV
Foote,
sixth.AVil-liar;
S
Knox, r;
mond, r; fifth,
J S Sherman,
Cogswell, r; seventh, AVilliam Bar- ering, r twenty-nintGeorge AV Ray, r
rett, r; eighth, S W McCall, r; ninth, r twenty-sixtL
L Poole, r twenty- twenty-seventh
J F Fitzgerald, d; tenth, II H At wood,
s,

Most of the Members Elect Are New
Men.
Miuiy

Aro

K'ml)liiin,

Some Aro Dmno-riitmid TIhtc Are I'opuliHtM
Kiiougli for Sf(l,

s

Following is a list of the members of
the next house of representatives elected
last week as nearly as can he ascertained
at present. There will be a number of
contests which will undoubtedly result
in the seating of the republican contestants in most cases as the house will be
overwhelmingly republican :
Alabama First, U. H. Clark, d; second, Jesse D. Stalling, d; third, G. P.
Harrison, d; fourth, G. A. Bobbins, d;
liith, James E. Cobb, d; sixth, John K.
Bankhead, d; seventh, M. AV. Howard,
pop; eight, Joseph Wheeler, d; ninth,
O. W. Underwood, d. Total, democrats
8, populists 1. Contests will be filed by
Robinson in the third anil Goodwin in
the liith, populists, and by W. F. Aldrich
in the fourth and T. H. Aldrich- in the
ninth, republicans. The contents will
allege fraud in the elections in their districts.
-

Arkansas First, 1. D. McCulloch, d;
second, John S. Little, d; third, T. C.
MeRae, d; fourth, William L. Terry, d;
fifth, II. A. Densmore', d; sixth, Robert
Neil, d.

California

First, Thomas J. Geary,
r; third, S, G
llilborn, r; fourth, James McGuire, d;
fifth, E. F. Loud, r; sixth, George
r; seventh, W. W. Bowers.r .
Colorado First, John F. Shafroth,r;
second, John C. Hell, p.
Connkcticut First, Stevens Henry, r;
second, E. I). Sperry, r; third, Charles
A. Russell, r; fourth, E. J. Kill, r.
Dulawark At large: J. T. Wellis, r
Florida First, S. M. Sparkman, d;
second, Charles M. Cooper,d.
Ghokuia
First, Rufus E. Lester, d;
second, P. E. Russell, d; third, Charles
F. Crisp, d; fourth C. L. Moses, d; iiLh,
L. F. Livingston, d; sixth, Charles Bart-let- t,
d; seventh, John W. Maddox, d;
eighth, T. G. Lawson, d; ninth, F. C.
Tate, d; tenth, J. C. Black, d; eleventh,
Henry G. Turner, d.
Idaho At large : Edgar Wilson.
Indiana First, J. M. Hemenway, r;
second, A. M. Hordy, r; third, T. J.

d;

second, G. L. Johnson,
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CW
eight, S E Payne, r twenty-nintH C BrewWadsworth, r thirty-firs- t,
R B Mahoney, r
ster, r thirty-seconthirty-thir- d,
Charley Daniels, r
W B Hooker, r. Total, republicans 29, democrats 5.
New Hampshire First, C ASulloway,
r; second, Henry M Baker, r.
North Carolina At large : II F Bar-tin-

B

h,

John E

McCall,

NOVEMBER

r; ninth, J

14, 1894.

C

d; tenth, Josiah Patterson, d.
Texas First, J C Hutchinson, 'd; sec
ond, S P Cooper, d ; third, C H Yotkin,
d; fourth, D B Culberson, d; fifth, J W
Bailey, d; sixth Joseph Abbott, d ; sev
enth, G C Pendleton, d; eighth, Charles
It Bell, d; ninth, J D Sayers, d; tenth,
Miles Crowley, d ; eleventh, William II
Crain, d; twelfth, George II Noonan, r;
thirteenth, J M Dean, d.
Virginia First, W A Jones, d; sec
ond, DG Tyler, d; third, T Elliott, d;
fourth, Wit McKenny, d; fifth, C A
Swanson, d; sixth, P J Otey, d; seventh, S S Turner, d; eighth, E E Meredith, d; ninth, H S K Morrison, d;
tenth, II SG Tucker, d.
Vermont First, II H Powers, r; sec
ond, W W Grant, r.
Washington First, S C Hyde, r; second, W II Doolittle, r.
V est
iroin'ia 15 li Governor, r; sec
ond, A G Dayton, r; third, J II Hilling
r; fourth, Warren Miller, r.
Wvomino At large: F W Mondell, ,r
Wisconsin First, II A Cooper, r; second, E Sauerhering, r; third, J W Bab- cock, r; fourth, Theo Otjen, r; fifth,
. uarney, r; sixth, h a uook, r; sev
enth, Michael Griffin, r; eighth, E S
Minor, r; ninth, Alex Stewart, r; tenth,
J J Jenkins, r.

thirty-fo-

urth,

e,

r.
North

ThankHglviiiK Proclamation.
By tlio President ot tlio United States of

America a Proclamation:

The American people should gratefully
render thanksgiving and praise to the
Supreme .Ruler of the universe, who
watched over them with kindness and
fostering care during the year that has
passed ; they should also, with humility
and faith, supplicate the Father of all
mercv for the continued blessings ac
cording to their need, and they should,
by deeds of charity, seek tavor of the
giver of every good and perfect gift.
Therefore I, Grover Cleveland, president of tho United States, do hereby ap
point and set apart Ihursday, the 2i)th
lay ot JNovemher, inst., as a day ot
thanksgiving and prayer to be kept and
observed by all the people of the land.
Witness my hand and the seal of the
United States, which I have caused to
be heretofore affixed.
Done at the citv of Washington on the
1st day of November, in the year of our
Lord 1894, and of the independence of
the United Nates the one hundred and
nineteenth.

Carolina First, W A B
Branch, d; second F A Woodward, d;
third, John P Shaw, d; fourth, Charles
M Cooke d; fifth, Thomas Settle, r;
sixth, J A Lockhart, d; seventh, J S
Henderson, d; eight, W II Bowen, d;
ninth, R Pearson, r.
North Dakota At large M N Johnson, r.
Ohio First, C P Taft, r; second, J II
Bromwell, r; third, P J Sorg, d; fourth,
F C Layton, d; fifth, F D DeWitt, r;
sixth, G W Hiilick, r; seventh, G W
Grover Cleveland.
By the President.
Wilson, r; eight, L M Strong, r; ninth,
W C. Gresham, Secretary of State.
J II Southard, r; tenth, L J Fenton, r;
A Runaway.
eleventh, C II Grosvenor, r; twelfth, D
K Watson, r; thirteenth, Stephen It HarLast Wednesday as Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
ris, r; fourteenth, W SKerr, r; fifteenth,
Parker were driving along Bullard street,
II Van Yorhis, r; sixteenth, LDanfard,
they were met by the big grays dragging
a deail horse behind the transfer wagon.
r; seventeenth, A S McClure, r; eigh
teenth, R W Taylor, r; nineteenth, S A
This sight frightened the horse Mr. Par
Northway, r; twentieth, C R Bench, r;
ker was driving which started on a run,
twenty-lirs- t,
L E Burton, r.
and on turning the corner by the old
Oregon First, B Herman, r; second,
Gem theater the vehicle struck the
Miss Pearl Dotson was on the sick list breakwater, throwing out the occupants
W H Ellis, r
Pennsylvania
At large : G A Grow, I last ww'k- and producing disastrous results gener
r; C E Huff, r; first, II II Itingham, r; A car load of hides was shipped from ally.
second, Robert Adams, jr., r; third, this place last week.
Mrs. Parker struck on her head and
Fred Halteruian, r; fourth, J E
There will be a minstrel show in town when assistance came she was apparent
r; fifth, A C Ilarmer, r; sixth, next Saturday night.
ly lifeless. She was carried over to Mrs.
J B Robinson, r; seventh, I P Wagner,
Warren's residence where she remained
The Pacific mill above town is busy
r; eighth, J D Hart, d ; ninth, C J Entunconscious for about
a quarter
inan, d; tenth, M Brosius, r; eleventh, pounding avay again on ore from Pinos of
during
hour,
an
which
SA Seranton, r; twelfth, J Leisinring, Altos.
time ruinous
were flying around
r; thirteenth, C N Drunim, r; fourSeveal thousand head of cattle will be town
that she was killed. She
teenth, E M Womer, r; fifteenth, M B shipped from this place and Lordsburg recovered sufficiently to be taken home
AVrightr; sixteenth, F C Lennard, r; this week.
the same evening and is now quite well.
seventeenth, M II Kulp, r; eighteenth,
Workmen were busy last week repair The cart, which was a new one, was
TM Malum, r; nineteenth, J A Stable,
ing the damage done to Mrs. Warren's literally torn to pieces.
r; twentieth, J D Hicks, r; twenty-firs- t,
residence bv the recent fire.
D B Heiner, r; twenty-seconDied, at the Sister's hospital in this
John
At the election Tuesday it was proved city, on Thursday, November 8, 1894,
Dalzell, r; twenty-thirW A Stone, r;
twenty-fourtthat Lordsburg is the home of the hide Solomon Schutz, son of Solomon Schutz,
E F Aeheson, r; twenty-fiftof El Pase. The deceased was a brother
F W Phillips, r; twenty-sixtM pendent voter. There were fifty-foGriswold, r; twenty-seventC W Stone, votes cast. Of these, four were straight of Mrs. Aaron Schutz, of this city, and
W C Arnold, r. Total, democratic, two straight populist and had been here about a year during
r; twenty-eightone straight republican. The man who which time he has been in the employ
republicans 28, democrats 2.
Rhook Island First, Melville Bull, cast the straight republican vote is hot of Aaron and Max Schutz. The body
about it, it being an unavoidable mistake, was shipped to El Paso for intenment
r; second, W O Arnold, r.
Liberal.
last Friday morning.
South Caholina First, William El
liott, d; second, W J Talbert, d; third,
A couple of Lordsburg boys went to
The most attracting place in town on
U Moorman, r; fourth, S Wilson, d
election day and the two days following Willcox last week and took in the circus.
fifth, T J Strait, d; sixth, J LMcLaurin, was the W lute House.
From the time They also took in the shell game. As
d ; seventh, J W Stokes, d.
tho first bulletins were posted until the they only had a few dollars they did not
South Dakota At large: First, John last returns came in there was a contin lose much, but they lost enough so that
A Pickler, r; second, W O Arnold, r.
nal rush of men to got the latest election they had to go hungry. They think the
nunger taught them a valuable lesson.
iennkm.ske l'irst, w (J Anderson, r; news. The news service was
s
Lilieral.
second, J C Hauk, r; third, F V Brown, and Messrs. Bell it Harvey are to be
Rev. W. S. Fitch will begin a series of
r; fourth, Benton McMillen, d; fifth congratulated for the efficient manner in
siHicial Sunday evening lectures on livJ C Richardson, d; sixth, J E Washing which they gave the returns to the
ing issues next Sunday evening at the
ton, d; seventh, N X Cox, d; eighth
M. E. church.
Rey-lrnr-

n,

d,

d,

h,

h,
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Fnulkner on the Election.

"I do not desire" said Senator

Faulk-

NOVEMBER

3

14, 1894..

don't know who I am ; and find out that
way the real drift.' "
Yes," continued Senator Faulkner,
Croker was the only man, I repeat, who
ever intimated the result, and he did
the same thing before the election in
1890. No one ever expected such a democratic victory then, but Richard Croker
declared there would be a landslide in
our favor."

ner, chairman of the democratic congressional committee, "to get into a discussion of the causes leading to the tidal
wave which has placed the republicans
in power again in the house, but I think
it is proper to note that these evidences
of apparent popular approval in the election of so large a majority of a party to
the control of the house are no indications of a change by the voter of his poServices at the Episcopal church, near
litical principles. The history of politics Bullan! and Ninth Sts., at 11 a. m. and
is that every landslide is the result of
30 p. m. every Sunday. The rector,
dissatisfaction, discontent and want of Rev. Edward S. Cross, will begin, next
confidence of the members of the majori- Sunday morning, a Beries of discourses
ty party, whose action produces the re- on "The Saints and Heroes of the Chris
sult that surprises and astonishes the tian Church." The first discourse will
people not by voting the opposite tick- be on "Archbishop Leighton, or Presbyet, but simply by remaining away from terian and Episcopal Saint of the 17th
the polls. The results of thi election century. All are cordially invited.
when ascertained will, I am sure, verify
The Silver City opera company will
this conclusion. We have as many vo repeat the the Little Tycoon at Morrill
ters in this country as we had in 1892 hall tomorrow evening. Reserved seats
who believe in the principles of thedem are now on sale at Porterfield's drug
ocratic party, but the recent business store. The two performances of the
paralysis, financial stringency, economic opera given by this company recently
legislation the benefits of which have were highly appreciated by the people of
not been developed party dissensions, Silver City and there is little reason to
criminations and recriminations have doubt that the house will le crowded
resulted in such apathy to cause the tomorrow evening.
vote to produce the sur
Charleigh L. Dotson is reported as be
prising result of last week. That is my ing pretty sick at Morcnci, Arizona, at
honest judgment. If we hope for sue which
place he was working up to the
cess in 1896 we shoi'ld maintain with
time of his sickness. His brother from
fearlessness and determination the attithis place left here Saturday to see him,
tude we assumed in 1892; let personal and we sincerely hope he will find him
and party bickerings of the past bury on
the road to recovery.
their dead, and unite in an earnest effort
Fall was detained at Las Cruces
Judge
to harmonize those differences whicl
of trouble over the election in
on
account
have so seriously affected our organiza
Dona Ana county so that he did not get
tions."
on Monday as was ex"To what do vou attribute the result here to open court
clerk and stenogra
jurors,
The
pected.
in "West Virginia?" inquired a reporter,
on time and court will lie
arrived
pher
"The same causes which have affected
and influenced the voters throughout the in session today.
country, which I have already enumer
ated to you." he replied. "Of course I
GMJUNDERSOWtCOJOOK I
am surprised beyond measure at the im
mensity of the avalanche. There was
only one man who ever intimated to me
U
that such a landslide was possible, and
that man was Richard Croker. Homo
1
.
time ago he was present at a meeting of
the committee in New York. He then
declared that no matter how much we
fought, or how well, the republicans
would sweep the country. Hill would
1
beaten, he asserted; New York City
would be lost, and the whole country
would go the same way. I asked him
how he, who said he was out of politics
could find reasons upon which to base
an opinion."
" 'Oh,' he explained, with a wave of
Ids hand toward the gentleman in ques
tion, 'when I want to find out what is
the political sentiment, I don't ask Mar
tin or Gilroy, or the leaders. I get on the
street cars and iso down the st reet and
talk with the men who have votes and
stay-at-ho-

An Old HnHket.

In all probability one of the oldest
baskets and the oldest ear of corn in
New Mexico are now on exhibition at
the drug store of V. L. Jackson & Co.,
in this city. These old relics were found
about a mile south of S. S. Brannin's
ranch on the Sapello in an almost inaccessible cave in the rocks. The cliff in
which the cave was found is about 100
feet high and the cave was reached by
falling a tree against the rocky cliff.
Quite a number of relics were found in
the cave by Ed. Brannin, among which
were three baskets made of twisted coils
of grass and straw. The basket which
was brought in here is in a fair state of
preservation. It is about four feet across
and alwut a foot deep. Some corn was
found in the cave which is also in a fair
state of pcrservalion. It is on the ear
and resembles, to some extent, the hard
yellow corn grown in the east except
that the ear is much smaller.
The cave in which these relics were
found is severel miles from the cliff
dwellers' caves on the Gila, but was
most probably inhabited by one of the
cliff dwellers. As a rule it seems that
they lived in communities but there are
instances where isolated caves have Ikmmi
found miles from these towns.
B. F. Longstreet, an advocate of the
single tax theory, has been delivering a
series of lectures in this city. The first
lecture was delivered last Saturday evening and he has delivered a lecture every
evening since, lie will lecture at the
court house this evening at 7:45.
Clarence Link has lieen quite unfortunate lately. Only a month or two
ago he broke an arm, and on Monday
while playing leapfrog he put one of his
fingers out of joint.
S-
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S. G. Spann, who has been in Santa
Judge Clark was here from the Gila
Fe for some time, is now in El Paso.
last week.
N. A. Bolich was up from Doming
J. A. Potter was over from GeorgeMention of People You Do and Do
town last week. He brought over the
week.
last
Not Know.
Davo Tulloch was in from the Burros ballot box.
George Hornbrook was in from Gold
week.
last
Other Interesting Mutter Which Cnn lie
lind With Proilt lly All Our
Fresh fruits of all kinds arriving daily Hill last week to see how the election
Townspeople.
turned out.
at Nolan's, opposite Post Olliee.
The finest line of Imported and DoHomer Tarbell was here from the Mimmestic Cigars in the city, at Nolan's opA. Lindaucr was up from Doming last bres last week.
posite Post Olliee.
week.
Prof, and Mrs. Decker were over from
Mrs. Armstrong and 'Mrs. Miller, sisJudge Barrett was down from Pinos Central last Saturday.
of G. D. Baiitz, are here, on a visit
ters
Altos last Monday.
United States Marshal Hall was here from St. Louis.
If you want a Tarlor stove go to
several days last week.
Ed Elrage was in from the Mangas
New goods just received at Robindays last week helping to celeseveral
II. FitzSimmons was here from Black son's.
democratic victory in this
brate
the
Hawk last Monday.
Will Farnsworth has returned from an county.
Mrs. Gus Maiser and children left extended trip to Kansas.
Fresh Fruits of all kinds received daily
yesterday for a short visit to Hatch.
T. A. Carr, one of the leading republi- at the Post Olliee store.
Fresh candies every day at Martin cans of Doming, was in the city last
B. T. Link.
Maher's.
week.
of
Dr. Sowers,
Millard Sowers, son
Mike Fleming, one of the prosperous
Ed Pennington, formerly editor of the who, with his brother, has an enviable
ranchmen of the Gila, is in the city.
Doming Headlight, was in the city last record as a bear hunter, was in the city
Neil B. Field, one of the leading attor- week.
from the Gila last week.
neys of Albuquerque, is in the city.
Bring your job work to The Eagi.e ofSoaps, Toilet Articles and Perfumery
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
Rose & Fritter receive fresh fruit on at YV. L. Jackson & Co's.
every train. Give them an order.
J. A. Mahoiiey, on of the leading at reasonable rates.
A. J. Clark, commissioner elect from
Mamie Rose has returned from a visit merchants of Doming, was in town this
to San Marcial.
the third district of this county, waa up
week.
from Doming on Monday to witness the
J. M. Morris was in from the Gila
Mrs. J. English and Miss Jennie Enollioial
count by the county commissionlast week.
glish wore down from Pinos Altos yes
ers.
For fresh candies, fruits and fine cigars terday.
Tlum
go to Rose &. Fritter's.
i'limle. ktxinta in elocution.
Wm. Wernoy, one of the enterprising víkIiíiuj to take should begin at mice.
Cosey
Miss
Lyons left on yesterday's mining men of Guld Hill, was in town
ui:u. j;. .1 i iii'ii).
train for California.
this week.
N. A. Bolich, the newly elected treasD. R. Rrownell has returned from
A cheap daily paper, the St. Louis urer of the county, wai here last week.
28 numbers or four weeks
Wisconsin with his family.
for
C. Johnston, Agt. 12tf. P.. Y. McKeyes, the Doming real estate
40c.
S.
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
and insurance man, was here one day
Robinson's.
D.P. Carr, representative elect from last week.
Mr. S. B. Riddle, of the Sapollo, is in this county, was down from Pinos Altos
The postollioe store keeps the finest
yesterday.
town on business.
fresh cream candies in town. Received
Israel King, of Doming, was in attend evorv 2 weeks both from San Francisco
Sim Ilolstein, the big ranchman oil
B. T. Link.
ance at the lioard of county commission- and 'Pueblo.
the Mimbres, is in the city.
B. Walton, the editor of the DomW.
Monday.
ers
hut
Go to Rose & Fritter's for fresh made
candies.
C. A. Lanson was over from Lords-bur- g ing Headlight, was in town last Monday.
yesterday. He expects to remove Mr. Walton did good work for the demEmmet Rice is in from the upper
ocratic ticket in this county ami is well
to Los Angeles soon.
Gila.
satisfied with the result.
Mr. George Yates, a ranchman from
Leave your subscription for any publiThe new Free Silver restaurant, next
cation with Con M. Nolan, oppos'ite Post
Bear creek, is in town to attend court.
door to SH'ed'8 meat market, has just
Olliee.
opened.
Everything about the place is
Just Reckivhd An elegant line of
Robert Winkler was in town from the bright, new and cleanly. Special attenolliee stationery at l'orterlield's.
.
week, lie has moved to the tion given to ladies and family parties.
B. A. Knowles, one of the old residents Gila this
Oysters, fish, game and all delicacies of
Fleming
ranch.
of Doming, was here this week.
4t
the season constantly on hand.
E. C. Bennett, manager of the Maud
J. L. Coryell is here from Doming' in
Silver City l'Ht Olliee.
S. mine at Mogollón, lias returned from
attendance at court.
Oflloo open dally except Sunday from 8 it.m
a trip to the oasr,
T p. in.
to
School Books for every one at Porter-field'Open Sundays from 0 to 0:40 a. ni.. and ono
C. J. Price, of Kingston, who was for hour after arrival of railway mail.
Money order department open dally except
a
A. B. Laird was down to Doming last some years resident of Doming, is in Sundays from H u. ni. tod p.m.
Mall closes for I'ort Hayard. Central. Hanthe city this week.
week.
over. Ueoi'Kctowu and all railroad points dai' Buy your School Supplies at W. L. ly at 0:4(1 a. m.
Mrs. Clark Rodgors is very ill at Lone
Mail closes for Mogollón and all IntermediJackson's & Co's.
ate points at Ha. in., Mondays, Wednesdays
Mountain.
Fridays.
Judge A. B. Elliott, one of the loading and
Mail closes for l'lnos Altos dally except
Don't read our neighbor's paper but
Sundays at 4:15 p. m.
of Sierra county, is in town atattorneys
subscribe for Tint Eaoi.e.
Mail arrives f linn the cast, west and soutli
tending court.
daily at 4 p. in.
Fred Gusoskey and wife have gone to
Mall arrives from Mogollón and Intermedipoints at 0 p.m., Tuesdays, Thursdays
F. J. Davidson attended the official ate
the Mogollons.
and Saturdays.
Mall arrives from l'lnos Altos dully except
Finest Cutlery in the city at W. L. canvassing of the returns by the county Sundays
at 10:;tt a. in.
Jackson it Co's.
commissioners last Monday.
I,. A. SKEM.V, I'OSTMASTKK
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STRANGE

PROCEEDINGS.

A Very Lively

Election Day at Dona
Ana.

Pitch a llallnt IJojc nut of n
Window and Hcatter the Ballots
on the (.round.

KcpuhlU-an-

There was an attempt made at Dona
Ana, in Dona Ana county, on election
day to render the vote of that precinct
illegal. The Las Cruces Independent
Denux'rat says that a mounted messenger created some excitement by gallop
ing into town and telling an incoherent
tale about the stealing or stuffing of a
ballot box in Dona Ana. Deputy Sheriff
Williams, armed with a Winchester,
started for Dona Ana, and was joined on
the roail by a mysterious stranger
who liad been conspicuously in evidence on the street for a day or two.
The stranger was dressed like a Mexican
and sjH)ke Spanish, but lie proved to be
an
named St. Leon. According to his own story, he was here on detective business, but his actions indicated that he had been engaged for some
purpose by the republicans. He slipped
around by a back street and joined Williams, armed to the teeth, and three
other armed men fell into line up the
road. Judge Fall followed the armed
posse to Dona Ana to prevent trouble.
When the party arrived there, it was
found that the republicans had pitched
the ballot box out of the window and refused to go on with the election. Judge
Fall informed the election ollieers that
they would have to keep the pohs open
and give every man a chance to vote, but
the republicans crowded around the
pol ling place and declared that they would
not permit the election to beheld. Judge
Fall then called upon Deputy Williams
to clear the place, and Williams promptly responded and drove the crowd back.
The republicans asserted that the
democrats had stuffed the ballot box
with illegal ballots while at dinner.
Judge Fall informed them that they
could keep the alleged illegal ballots
separate and proceed with the election,
making a note of the circumstances and
certifying only to such votes as might lie
east properly.
It was learned later however that
there had been no smiling of the box.
It appears that while the election ollieers
were dining, the uuwatched box was removed by sonieliody from its proper
place and deposited upon a table in an
adjoining room used as the postoflice.
After dinner Pablo Melendres, judge of
the election and republican candidate
for probate judge, illegally unlocked the
box, emptied its contents out of the window, jumped out after them and deserted
his post, declaring that no more voting
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should be done. He declared that the
box had been stuffed. One of the other
election officers caught the ballots as
they fell and returned them to the box,
and somelwdy chased Don Pablo and
brought biin back. It was then found
that there were just 84 ballots in the
box, the number corresponding exactly
with the number of votes recorded as
having been cast. The 84 were democratic tickets, but each one lxre the
name of Pablo Melendres in hi own
ham) writing. Don Pablo himself held
the key to the box and whether or not
it was tampered with are questions that
nobody seems able to answer.
Of the 9.! votes cast after the row over
the box, the democrats had a majority of
19. These are certified to as legal, but
the election ollieers have not certified to
the' legality of the 84 suspected ballots,
and the republicans are trying to have
the whole vote of the precinct thrown
out. The contest promises to be interesting.
The board of county commissioners
met last .Monday as a canvassing board
to canvass the returns of the late election
in this county. There was little interest
taken in the proceedings of the board
except as to the result of the election
for county commissioner from the third
district, for which office the vote was
very close. In the precincts outside of
Black Hawk the vote between Clark ami
King was a tie and the election officers
at Black Hawk did not take the precaution to copy the vote so it was a matter
of some doubt as to the result until
the Black Hawk ballot box was opened
and the poll books taken out. Clark
bad six majority and these six votes decided the matter in his favor.
Both
parties were represented by attorneys
before the board and a few technical
points were brought up all of which
were overruled by the board. Mr. Clark
was given the certificate.

5

WATTERSON ON THE SITUATION.
The Editor of the LoulHvllle Courier-Journ1)118
the Following to Say In
Reference to the Election Laxt Week.

"Never did a great party go to the
people under such handicaps as were
carried by the democrats into the campaign just ended. Hard times were had
enough, but they might have been parried. Faction fights among small claimants and rival place men were bad
enough, but the parties have met and
overcome such obstacles before now.
But with the record of 'perfidy anil dishonor' as Mr. Cleveland aptly described
it, to face and defend in a hand to hand
fight with the united republicans led by
Harrison, McKinley and Beed, was disheartening for democrats to have to face ;
also the dull
and stolid
indifference of the administration that
made no sign, uttered no word and at
least in the state of New York, seemed
to desire the defeat of the regular democratic nominees. The battle for tariff
reform will have to go down to the foot
and take a new start. The battle over
the money issue will soon lie upon us.
AVe shall see whether there is democracy
enough left of the true blue stripe to
make a great coat good against all weather or whether we must still wear the
coat of many colors, covering not the
homogeneous party inspired by faith and
trust, but a mere bundle of factions
thrown together by the upheavel of the
times."

Hart Brothers have shipped three train
loads of cattle which they have sold to
Tower & Casey, the last shipment being
made Sunday. The cowlioys are now
out gathering another bunch which will
be shipped as soon as they can lie
brought in. Liberal.
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Store.
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and Shoe.
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in Pittsburg,

AFTER THE ELECTION.
Tlie Populists are Wondering Wliy They
Did Not (iet More Votes.
A few of the populista of this county
are talking alout two years from now
when all of the people of the country
will be populists. This is a good deal
like the fellow who whistled to keep up

his courage while passing through a
graveyard. The populists expected to
elect their candidate for member of the
legislature from this county and made
a desperate endeavor to elect oiie of the
county commissioners.
Toward the close of the campaign all
but the most utterly blinded followers
of their boss saw that they were simply
throwing their votes away,but they voted
the ticket to keep up the organization.
Perhaps the most crushing blow to the
leader of the populists was the election
of D. P. Carr to the legislature. Had it
not been for the wild attempt of the populists to elect Bell, it would have been
an easy matter to elect Boone, but the
populist managers counted up the votes
a week or two liefore the election and
found that they had between 800 and 900
votes for liell and so they rested easy.
It is true that thecountaff.er the election
did not correspond into several hundred
votes with the populist eouiH lefore
election. The populists were a little too
visionary; most of them have had experience enough and some will return to
the democratic party while others will go
back to the republicans.
The party was organized in this county
ostensibly for the purpose of purifying
politics but it Inn accomplished nothing
toward this end. Tne independent voters of the county are doing that more effectively than any party organization
can do it. It is absolutely necessary for
a political party in this county to nominate honest and capable men for the
to be tilled in order to have the
nominees of the party elected. The
time has gone by when a political convention could name a ticket for the followers of a party to support without inquiring whether the nominees are men
capable of discharging the duties of the
ollices to which they had been nominat-

was in a Colorado town
without money but with a great thirst.
He was sizing up a saloon outfit from a
corner seat, when a westerner invited
him to take a drink.
"No," replied Bill, deliberately, "I
will not drink today."
"Won't you Mr. Boiled Shirt?" replied
the cowboy. "We shall see." Then he
turned to the bartender. "Put 10 whisky glasses along the bar in a row. Now
fill 'em up."
When they were filled he drew a pistol
and cocked it.
"Drink down the line," he commanded.
Bill slowly drained each glass. When
the last was down he placed it on the
counter, set the 10 glasses in line, and
turned to the cowboy.
"Now, Mister" said he, "if you have
em filled again, I'll drink my way back."
Pittsburg Post.

GREATER NEW YORK.

Con-- ,
solvation.
Returns from New York city and
Brooklyn on the greater New York
scheme indicate that the majority of the
votes were cast in favor of consolidation.
A tabulation of the returns at police
headquarters showed that the vote of
the city on the consolidation issue is in
round figures 118,000 for and 83,000
against.
It is evident from returns that a large
proportion of voters neglected to cant
their ballots upon this question. It
d
that the majority in New York
city in favor of consolidation will reach
at least 10,000. In Brooklyn the latest
returns showed a total vole of 54,095 for,
and 52,9:17 against the proposition. The
scheme for the "Greater New York"
proposes to consolidate under one city
government of New York and Brooklyn
the whole of Richmond and Kings counties, with portions of West Chester and
of Queens.
The whole area covered by the "Greater New York" will comprise more than
317 square miles.
According to the last census the population of the cities, countries and towns
which is to combine as tilt' greater New
York is only a few thousand short
in the bills which relate to
the subject provision is only made for
expression ot opinion on the part of the
people as to the advisability of consolidation. The consolidation will not take
ed.
effect until legislative provision shall be
There are now enough independent made upon the subject.
voters in this county to 'elect or defeat
any candidate on either ticket, and neither democrats nor republicans need
hope to elect men who are not qualilied
to till the positions to which they seek
to lie elected. The jtopulist party hail
no mission to fullill in this county and
its early demise is not to be mourned to
any great degree except by the defeated
candidates on the populist ticket and
EL PASO, TEXAS,
two or threa of the leaders of the new
11!) Sun Fmhcinfio SI.
party.
Dk.mockat.

Majority of Votes Cast In Favor of
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FAMOUS YEAR.

A
Home of

the Distinguished Men Who Were
Horn In 1800.

Oliver Wendell Holmes was born on
August 29, 1809. William E. Gladstone
was born on Deeemlx 29, 1809. That is
a famous year in biography. Charles
Darwin was born on February 12, 1809.
Edgar Allen Poe was born on February
19, 1809. Alfred Tennyson was born in
the same year ; so was Pierre Joseph
Proudhon,the French social philosopher.
It is a year famous in the annals of military history, too, for Marshal Canrobert,
the surviving French marshal, was born
in that year; so was Leopold O'Donnell,
the Spanish general ; so was Frederick
statesman,
von Beust, the Austrian
whose power in German affairs was
eclipsed at Sadowa. The Italian statesman llicasoli was born in Florence on
March 9, 1809. Park Benjamin, who
died in 1861. was born in the same year.
For Americans it will always be memorable as the year in which Abraham
Lincoln was born.
The death of Dr. Holmes has called up
a flood of reminiscence on the subject
of old men. Titian, the Italian painter,
was 100 years old when he died at
Italy. Donaldo, when past 90, and
utterly blind, stormed Constantinople.
Issac Newton was president of the Royal
Society at the age of 83, ami Landou
finished his "Imaginary Conversations"
at the age of 89. Brougham was a debater at 80, and Lyndhurst, when over
Frank90, spoke in the house of lords.
lin was govemorof Pennsylvania at the
age of
Marshal McMahon was 85
when he died. Neal D.w is now in his
ninetieth year. David Dudley Field was
89 when he died. Chevreul, the French
chemist, was 102 when he died in 1889.
Cassius M. Clay, now living in Kentucky, is 81. Hamilton Fish, governor,
United States senator and secretary of
state, was another of the famous men
born in 1809. New York Sun.
Ca-dor- e,
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The tail of the storm which eastern
people felt in all its severity failed to
twist itself in this direction.
. A new restaurant has been opened in
the room on Bullard street recently vacated by William Walker.
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MUSIC CO,
ALBUQUERQUE,
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RailiiKui Aifhiie.

Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Itill'H Krtrent.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
William Swisher, one of the veterans
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
present at the ( fraud Army encampment
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, Todai.
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working. Of the members of the com- many hall in New York. The great mapany, Shelly Grover is an attorney living jorities against the democracy in almost
KttiiKitft City Men Take Holil of a New at Kansas City, Kan., whose otlice is in every state that held an election may
Mexico Project.
the Sheidley building; August Isenberg also be considered as a rebuke to the
Kansas City men have formed a com- is confidential bookkeeper of Glasner & democratic senate of the United States,
pany to work a mica mine in New Mexi- Darzen, wholesale liquor dealers, and because of its long delay in taking action
co. John P. Conner, a real estste dealer Daniel Glasner is a brother of Mr. Glas upon the tariff bill, thus leaving the
of Kaunas City, went to Tres Piedras, N. ner of Glasner & 1'arzen.
country in suspense and uncertainty
as to what the democratic party would
M.,in January last on a gold prospecting
A Paralyzing Surprlxe.
or would not do after making a solemn
tour, and, while 'rambling among the
hillH near Tres Piedras, stuni'bled upon a
Not since 1892 has there been such an pledge to the people that a tariff bill would
huge vein of mica. The place bore evi- upheaval in political sentiment as was be enacted. The loss of the democratic
dence of having been worked at onetime expressed last Tuesday. The whole house may also be considered as a reand some dilapidated log cabins which country seems to have been dissatisfied buke to the present executive of the nathe operators had inhabited stood near. with things as they have existed the tion, who by his selfishness, infamy and
Inquiry developed the fact that the Mex- past twenty-fou- r
months. And whose ingratitude would do nothing to secure
icans had worked the mines many years fault is it? "Will the republican party harmony in the democratic ranks of
liefore the Santa Fe railway was built, dare to claim that its success at the polls New York. A more glaring exhibition
conveying the mine products to St.Joseph on the 6th inst . is due to the popularity of ingratitude has never been known in
by means of wagons. The existence of of republican principles, or that niem- - the annals of America than was given
the deposit was known to many, but it lers of that party are more capable, hon- Mr.IIill by President Cleveland. Shame
wan not thought of sullicient value to est and trustworthy, and therefore the on such democracy and perfidy ! Cleveengage in mining it.
people have decided to return the re- land had better never been elected presiUpon his return to Kansas City, how- publican party to power? So far as the dent of the United States than to have
ever, Mr. Conner reported bis discovery principles of the party are concerned, it lieen the cause of disrupting party orMr.
to several business men, and proceeded has not enunciated a policy for thirty ganization and party success.
to organize a company to furnish funds years that has been carried out and it Cleveland's axiom, that "party expedifor making a thorough investigation of never made a promise to the people that ency is party honesty" was very badly
the resources of the mine. About
was redeemed. Now then, so far as the carried out in his treatment of Senator
month ago Dr. Claude C. Hamilton of people having more confidence in the Hill Albuquerque Democrat.
the University medical college was Rent republicans than they have in the demA Tender CorrcRpomlence.
by the company to investigate. He found ocrats, it is all nonsense. The recent
Tom : Dear Tom Come toto
May
within a radius of half a mile three ini verdict of the people is not so much the
Papa is at home,
inense deposits of mineral. He returned want of confidence in the party that has morrow evening sure.
a
with
'very sore foot.
is
up
laid
with pliotographic views and reports.and control of the national administration; but
May.
'
See?
the American Mica Co. was immediately i,ut it is a voice coining from millions of
I can't come
: Dear May
May
to
Tom
of
organized with the intention
working throats coming from the north, east,
evening. I am laid up on acthe mines
south, west and center, in accent loud, tomorrow
father's very sore foot.
of
vour
Tres Piedras, which signifies three and means nothing more than a protest count
'
Tom.
See?
rocks, is about 100 miles north of Santa from them that deception, intrigue and
Truth.
is
aboundfamed
for
Fe and that locality
trilling with their interests must cease.
Cbolly: What did she mean by saying in mica deposits. The resources of It is noticie to the corruption practiced
the mines which this company prooses by machine politics in New work that ing I couldn't k' any bigger donkey than
working are said to be inexhaustible there shall be no more of it, and the I was?
and the directors claim that they have a party that will practice it will receive as
She: I suppose she meant that you
ready market for the entire output of thorough a whipping as was given Tain- - had your growth. Life.
the mines. The most valuable portion
of the mineral is called black mica, and
is used for insulating electric light wires,
being a perfect insulator. It is noncoin-bustiblAs a rooting material it is
said to be unequalcd. One of the mines
at Tres Piedras will yield 15 per cent,
B
black mica, which commands a high
price. It is quoted in a price list of a
New York firm as lieing worth, in blocks
of 2x8 inches $5 a pound, in blocks of
:tx(i inches, !f8, and 8x10, $n, which figures are too large to admit the extensive
use of the mineral. Scrap mica, or the
pieces not in thick blocks, sells for $12 a
ton on Imard the cars at the mines.
This grade is used for moling, and is
Stage Leaves Silver City at 8 a. m. every Monday, Wednesday
becoming to be recognized as a good lu- machinery.
For this and Friday for Mogollón and intermediate points.
iihir for
minióse the mica is pulverized and when
applied to surfaces where there is fric
All passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo & Go's, express
tion írlazes them completely. The di office from which place the stage starts.
rectors of the company are confident that
they will find a ready market for the
products of the three mines they propose
TO MINE MICA.
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DOWNFALL OF THE CUCKOOS.
Grover the great may now rub his
pudgy fists in ghoulish glee over the
lact that the democratic party in the
country at largo has been knocked into
innocuous desuetude. It has been easy
enough to see that his fatness has been
working with this end in view ever since
his second inauguration. Whether
he
intended to erect from the ruins of the
democratic party a party of 'mugwumps
or Cleveland worshippers or not will
never be known. What he has succeeded
in doing is nothing more nor less than
the temporary strengthening of the republican party and in doing this he has

succeeded in blocking all useful legislation during the latter half of his term.
On the 4th of next March the demo- erats will have been in power for two
years in all branches of the government

except the judicial. After that time they
will lose control of both the house
and
senate. The house will Ixí overwhelm-ingl- y
republican; while the populists
mid silver party will hold the balance of
power in the senate. The democratic
measures that are to lie passed during
this administration will have to be
passed before the 4th of next March for
after that time the democrats cannot
Jiope to get a single measure through the
house of representatives.
But for Cleveland's attitude on the
silver question the democrats might have
remained in power in the house until
the end of the Cleveland administration.
The Chicago platform declared in favor
of the free coinage of silver and if
the
president had acted honestly a free silver bill would have lieen passed at the
extra session of the 53rd congress and
this would have assured democratic success, in the election which wai held
last week, in all of the southern and
western states. New York might have
lieen lost and possibly New Jersey, but
no other democratic state would have
lieen lost in the east and south and there
would have lieen large gains in the west.
If Cleveland did not expect to favor
a free coinage law he ought not to have
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accepted the nomination on the Chicago
platform.
In doing so he deceived the
people and now the democratic party is
suffering by reason of his perfidy. It is
true that the most of the representatives
who ran to do his bidding have been
left at home to consider their errors and
no true democrat will express the slightest sorrow at the downfall of these poor
deluded cuckoos, but in the general
wreck there also went down some good
and true democrats, among them Richard P. Bland, the champion of the
cause of silver. His defeat is not only
regretted by all of the honest democrats
m the country, but by most of the hon
est republicans.
The lesson to be derived from the political landslide is that honesty in
as well as in other matters, is the
best policy.

count of the death or resignation o
some of the members of that body. As
long as the senate is democratic there is
little hope for the admission of a territory which has shown that it is republican and might send two republicans to
the senate to help the republicans get a
majority in that body. The prospects
for statehood for New Mexico are not
very brighkand if such men as Thomas
B. Catron are to be advanced to positions of honor and trust in New Mexico,
the day of admission may very well be
put off indefinitely.

Residents of New Mexico may as
well drop the subject of statehood for
the present. The bill will not be passed
during the life of this congress nor the
next unless a radical departure be made
from the long established rule for the
admission of territories. It is barely
A SUGGESTION.
jiossible that the election of Catron is an
It might not be a bad idea for the indication on the part of the people of
members elect to the next legislature to the territory that they are not yet ready
consider the matter of passing a law for statehood. There has always been
changing the length of the terms of the opposition to statehood on the part of a
county commissioners in the counties in certain portion of the population of the
iew Mexico. Under the present law territory and the vote on delegate last
ttie members of the boards are elected week would seem to indicate that the
every two years and their terms opposition is stronger than the friends
are two years in leiiirth.
It some of statehood had been led to suppose.
times happens that all of the memliers
of a board of county commissioners are
The democratic party of New Mexico
new men and that they are not familiar might have nominated a stronger man
with thedetails of county affairs. In order than Anthony Joseph for delegate and
to remedy this it might lie well to pass with a stronger man might have won the
a law providing for the election of a ma- fight for delegate. Hon. H. B Fergus- jority of the lioards every two years in- son was Iiie üíAoi.k's choice but for
stead of all. If the boards were to con- good reasons he refused to make the race
sist of three members as at present, even after he had lieen assured that he
there could be, at the first election, two could have
if
the
nomination
members elected for two years and one he
would
Two
accept.
years
memlier for four years and at each suc- from
now
the
situation
may
ceeding election one member could be be different. With such a man as Mr.
elected for four years and one for two Fergusson at the head of the democratic
years. If the boards were to consist of legions victory would be certain.
five members, two could be elected for
four years and three for two years.at the
Election returns have been very slow

first election and at each succeeding
two could be elected for four
years and one for two years. In
this way there would always be a majority of the board to hold over so that no
board could be composed entirely of
men unacquainted with the affairs of
the county. The plan is worthy of serious consideration at the hands of the
memliers of the next legislature.
Substantially the same plan has been in effect in this city as to the election of the
members of the city council for some
years and it has been found to be better
than the old plan of electing all of the
councilmen at the same election.

coming in from the different parts of the
territory. Al .hough it has been more
than a week since the election, it is not
yet known what the majority is for delegate to congress. Catron has been
elected but by what majority will not be
known for some days yet.

Thk United States senate will lie democratic until the 4th of next March and
for two years from that time no party
will be in a majority in that body unless
there should be vacancies to fill on ac- -

Last Wednesday Tub Eaoi.k conceded
the election of Laird, Childers, Bolich
and Foster to the republicans on the
county ticket. The official count confirmed the result.

election

I

Tiik republicans obtained a plurality
in this county for all of their candidates
on the legislative ticket.
They may
thank the populists for this result. Had
there been no populist candidates in the
field here every republican on the legislative ticket in this county would have
boon defeated.
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CANDIDATES.
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1'or Delegate to Coiibtosh Antonio Josopli
T. II. Outrun
T. U. Mills
lor the Counrll-Ot'o- ruu
W. Mllos, KiKhtli District
.1. A. Anulmtu,
Eighth District
S. S. nirclilluUl, EiKlitli District
Cluorifo Curry, Ninth District

('hurles H, Sparks, Ninth District
.lohn W. Nations.
District
or Kuprseiitiitlvt's JuHitph Uoonc, Tlilrtccnth District
D.H. Carr, Thirtounth District
John J. Bull. Thirteenth District
It. L. Yountf, Kourtceiith District
A. L, Christy. Fourteenth District
T. It. Brandt, Fourteenth District
1' or Commissioners
K. J. Davidson, 1st District
Tilomas Foster, 1st District
M. Mullen, 1st District
S. S. Krannin,3nd Dislrict
V. M. Taylor, 2nd District
,T.,C. CureUm, 2nd District
A. ,1. ('lark. 3rd District
Israel King. 3rd District
I. Brown, 3rd District
I' or rrolialu Judge
Koliert V. Newsham
George W. lleldo
Alexander McUregor
1'or Probate Clerk Ed M Young
M. W. 1'oiterlleld,
I'

W. 11, Kider,

'

bor Collector John F. Kious,
A. H. Laird,
James K. Metcalfe
For Sheriff Ray lor Shannon,
Cipriano Baca
J. K. Foster.
For Assessor David II Tulloc-T. N. Chllders,
W. C. Swift.
For TreasnreiU. W. M. ('arvll,
N. A. Bolidi,
C luirles Dennis,
For Coroner Isaac (livens.
J. II. Feagles,
J. W. Welch.
For Siipcrlntciiilent of Schools B. T. Link,
It. II. Theilmann
N. W. Chase,
1'or ('omit y Surveyor-Geor- ge
It. Brown,
James T. Iteed,
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The latest reporta in reference to the
legislature nre that the council will be a
tie; 0 democrats and 6 republicano.
while the house will be republican, but
by what majority i not known. The
republican majority will probably not be
lesa than (our in the house nor more
than .six.

AVk are authorized to state that all
NO FUX ABOUT IT !
suggestions, in writing, in regard to
legislation, from the people, will be
E.
thankfully received and given respectful
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
consideration by D. P. Carr, representaI promise you faithfully. In the limn run.
tive elect from Grant county. His ad- you shall save half your money, liy having
your work neatly and prompt ly done to suit
dress is Pinos Altos, N. M.
yourself, at K. KOSENHKKG'S

Siia'kk men who have joined the populists and assisted in electing a republican house of representatives by drawing
votes away ' from the democrats will
have occasion to repent of their folly before the next presidential
election.
They will all be ready to vote the democratic ticket then.

Tub populists came out third in the
race for all the otlices in this county.
Not one of their candidates reached second place.

ROSENBERG,

Sliver City, N.

HoTto the

SILVER CITY

TEN CENT
STORE.

In this congress there are a few popu- and buy your Dry ( i ood.s, Crockery,
lists, but in the next congress there will Tinware, Glassware and Notions
not be enough of them to play a game of
CHEAP FOR CASH.
Wo sell lower than auv other house In the
whist.
city. It is to Yol' 11 IS'TF.UEST TO CALL.

Pkkhai's Keed will be the .next speaker of the house of representatives. He is
Tub newly elected legislature will
in entire accord with Grover on all quesin Santa Fe on the last day of next
meet
tions except a few points on the tariff.
month to give us a new grist of laws.

of the county ticket isn't
half bad for the democratic party in this Cowkado has repudiated populism and
Colorado never did a better thing.
county, but we might have bad more.
Two-thir-

M.

B. BORENSTEN.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE INSURANCE AND

NO-

TARY PUBLIC.
Ofllcc at
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
Post-olllc- e.
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STRANGE CALLING.

Why Tills Little Miin Crosses the Ocean
So Often.
A lame little man with dark complex- -'
ion and a wheezing cough, who wears a
light slouch hat and constantly carries
an
umbrella, who is often seen
d
at the Hotel Emery, is a
man, who has crossed both the
Atlantic and Pacilic 34 times within the
mueh-travele-

past decade. It is Albeit E. Haigh, and
his calling is one that is seldom heard of.
Mr. Haigh'a business brings him in direct contact with wholesale druggists and
he does his own buying, importing and
selling of licorice, in the handling of
which he has made a fortune. "I go
across the big ponds at least four times
a year," he said, lietween puffs of cigarettes lie rolled himself from dried cornstalks, "and I've become used to the
water. To tell the truth, I'm restless
when on land, and suffer a great deal
from an asthmatic affection that I never
felt while on the ocean or when looking
up the licorice along the banks of the
Euphrates or the Tigris rivers. Never
saw a licorice plant, I reckon? Well I'll
tell you alwut them. The plant is a
shrub that never grows much more than
3 feet high and grows without any cultivation whatever along the banks of
the rivers which How through immense
treeless prairies of uncultivated land.
The roots project uncovered from the
bank, and for miles and miles are
washed by the flowing waters. The cli
mate of the country is rather variable,
half of the year iK'ing pleasant, mild and
while about three months, June, July
and August, the teniierature will run up
as high as 103-- 4 degrees for a straight
period. The natives always collect the
root of the licorice plant during the win
ter months and as the root is full of wa
ter, it is allowed to dry for nearly a
year after being cut ; then when it is cut
it is cut into pieces like the stick of
black licorice you see in the drug stores
in lengths of from 6 inches to a foot
long. Then it is gathered and the good
and sound pieces sent to Bassorah,
whence it is made up into pressed bales
and shipped to London. The rotten
pieces are used as lire wood. At London
the black licorice is made from the juice
of the licorice plant when fresh cut and
mixed, with a paste of starch to keep it
from melting in hot weather. The dried
licorice root is shipped in bales and in
bundles all over the civilized world."
Cincinnati Times-Sta- r
The New
nKr'loiiHl Library.
One day last week after an inspection
of the work in process on
the
new congressional library building, A
II. Spofford,
librarian ' of congress
expressed the opinion that the building
would be ready for occupancy by the

summer of 1896, and that the library
could be removed from its present
cramped quarters to the new building
by the middle of that year. The work
on the building is being pressed forward
with all possible speed, about 400 men
being employed in the various branches
of labor about the stately structure.
The building, when completed, will ac
commodate about 4,500,000 books.
When first occupied the entire space
will not be utilized. Indeed, the build
ing has been arranged largely with a
view to the accommodation of the future
growth of the library, and Spofford esti
mates that it will be equal to the demands upon it for the next 200 years.
The largest library in existance today
contains only about half the number of
books for which the new building will
afford accommodation.
Mr. Green, who, with General Casey,
chief of engineers of the war department,
has charge of the construction of the
new building, says there is no doubt
that the cost of the building will be bept
within the original estimate of $6,000,000.

THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN RAM.
Hard to Hope and a Great Deal of
Trouble to Ilrlug Down.
On the first of last week Frank Chat- in roping a Rocky
field succeeded
the foothills of the
on
ram
mountain

lie

Ik

50
about
mountains,
city. To catch
animal of
that has heretofore
probably never been accomplished. Mr.
Chatfield is a strong- and hardy mountaineer, having passed most of his life in
the wild recesses of the Iloeky mountains, and has been combining trapping,
prospecting and stockraising for a number of years past in the Sunlight valley,
through. which winds a rugged stream
that empties into the Clark's Fork river
in the box canyon, making its final appearance over a grand fall of 7ó feet in
height.
During this particular hunt Mr. Chat- field saw a fine specimen of the Ovis
Montana on a ledge of rock far up the
hill, and with a common lariat deter
mined to make an effort to catch the aniThe ThnnkHKlvliiK Turkey.
mal. Crawling up a dry gulch, he kept
Every cook, even a passable one, out of sight of the ram and reached a
knows how to cook a turkey, but some reef of rock alwut 30 feet above it.
of the recipes for stulling, that I learned Looking over the edge of this, he saw
by a tour among the chefs a short. time the monarch of the mountains, and the
ago, are new and appetizing.
animal also saw Mr. Chatfield. It im
A noted and patriotic hotel chef in mediately jumped over the ledge and
tends to (ill his Thanksgiving birds with with a couple of bounds landed on an
stulling a la Americaiue. This is com other ledge about 35 feet below.
posed of bread crumbs soaked for half
The dog was sent after the sheep and
an hour, squeezed dry and mixed with brought it to a standstill akmt 200 feet
sliced raw apples, a little parsley, thyme away. Chatfield followed and again got
and sage. A little chopped sausage will a few feet aliove the ram and threw his
be added.
rope. It landed around one of the ram's
One of the Yanderhilts will have his horns and a hard tussle for the mastery
turkeys prepared after the fashion adopt took place. First the sheep would have
ed in a leading French restaurant.
The the best of the struggle and then the
stulling is made up of bread crumbs, man. Being on a narrow ledge of rock,
pate de fois gras and trullles, highly sea it was a very dangerous position, and
soned. After the turkey has begun to Mr. Chatfield was liable to fall over
roast a pint ot dry champagne is poured with disastrous results.
Finally the
very suiwiy over it, it isaouucacy only man succeeded in getting down to a
to he desired hv those whose nn utes re
quire rich food", but there is no que comparitively safe descent, and with
tionmg us being deliglittul both m llavor the assistance of the dog got the
and taste.
sheep started down the mountain. As
Chef Hanhofer always wraps his tur
could go exactly as he
key in buttered brown paper, and irener neither party
ally lines the brazier in which it is wished they soon got tangled in the
cooked with slices of fat pork. He also rope, and both man and sheep started in
garnishes many ot ins turkeys with a bundle rolling down to the bottom of
black olives. At his restaurant will be the hill, where they landed decidedly
served an enicure's dish of turkev tvimrs the worse for their rough scramble over
These latter are scalded, cleared of all the rocks. His sheepship was roped
pin feathers, the Heshy part lioned, then around both hind feet, and afterward
A saucepan is lined with fat the rope was arranged around Iwth
soaked.
pork, and the wings are moistened with horns, m which condition he was taken
mircpoix stock. They are cooked an to the Chatfield ranch, where he is now
hour, then drained and set on a dish securely confined. The specimen is a
The stock is strained throuuh a napkin, magnificent one and will very likely lie
and used to moisten a mixture of sent to some large zoological garden.
skinned chestnuts and chopped celery Its horns measure seventeen inches in
t
cooking over a slow tire until both circumference and have a
chestnuts and celery crush under the spread. Some time previous to catching
least pressure. A little e.íp;ignol sauco this sheep Mr. Chatfield caught three
poured over adds to the flavor, and the' ewes in the same manner, but as they
whole is poured over the wings when were not so large and unmanageable,
ready. Claire Claxton in St. Louis
thev did not cause so much trouble.
Bed Lodge Ticket.

Sunlight

from
this
and hold a
this species is a feat
miles

full-gro-

two-foo-
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ANTS AGAINST SNAKE.

sault of any brutal nature those re

S

AGAIN. the offenders who, I maintain, should

of Prominent New Yorkers
In This Direction.

What It Is looped to Accomplish Through
Such a Law To lio Employed Only
for
and Brutal
Thugs.
Wlfo-Ucatc-

New York proposes to attempt to revive the system of corporal

punish-

feel the stiui of the lash. A conviction
of twenty years, reduced by good behavior to twelve, has no salutary effect
on the callous element with which I am
dealing.
"As an instance, you, a
d
peaceful citizen, are enjoying a
rest; a hardened brute of a burglar, not satisfied with plunder, deliberately knocks you over the head, puts
your eye out, crushes in your skull,
maims you, beats you, and for this he
'jets twenty years. Is that any satisfaction to you? Do you get a new eye
or another skull or a clean skin? No!
Then I say let his punishment be proportionate in some degree to the offense.
"Formerly crimes of which I specially
r.peak were punishable by death. Hut
jxperience showed that the class of
people that commit these crimes of
personal violence don't dread death.
ihilists, anarchists, atheists and the
aore degraded classes Bcout the idea.
,'orporal punishment is tin only thing
Ao scamps and rascals are afraid of.
A few years in prison doesn't have any
leterrent effect. A man comes out of
prison and he immediately perpetrates
a similar crime, but if he understands
that he is going to get a dose of that
which he inflicts on other people, he
thinks twice before he runs the risk.
"It is nonsense to play the fool with
criminals and say that corporal punishment is degrading and a revival of the
dark ages. Are tne abuses lnnicteu on
little children degrading? Has there
anything in the dark ages more debasing than the revolting acts which ocThere seems tobe a mawk-i;;- h
cur ?
sensibility in the opposition to corporal punishment. It is the oldest
form of punishment known, and it is to
be found in the- Mosaic law. There
can be nothing brutal in it, provided
yon don't make the exhibition public.
In Delaware they have a curious method. A felon is sentenced to thirty
lashes, fifteen of which are administered, lie is then told to get out of the
state, and if he is found there after the
lapse of a week the balance of the
thirty lashes awaits him. The plan
works admirably,
"Again, in London, when the garrot-er- s
were terrorizng the city, the
was brought into play with
such effect that garroting was unknown íd a very short space of time.
Would I suggest any particular mode
of administering the punishment? No.
The ordinary lash on the back would
meet all requirements. It is effective,
and if I live long enough thj) advisability of its legalization will come before
the next session of the legislature."
well-earne-

ment for certain clashes of offenders.
At least certain people in New York,
led by Elbridge T. (Jerry, will try to
have the following made a law at the
next session of the legislature:
"Whenever a male person shall be
convicted of a felony consisting of or
nceoinpunied by the infliction of physical pain or suffering upon the person
of another, the court may, in its discretion, in addition to that penalty
now prescribed by law, impose an additional sentence of corporal punishment to be inflicted upon the offender
in the prison to which he shall be senSuch corporal punishment
tenced.
shall be inflicted in private in said
prison, in the presence of the warden
and suigeon thereof, who shall certify
the fact to the court wherein it was
imposed."
Commodore Gerry is very much in
earnest in the matter, and in an interview with a reporter for the New York
Recorder stoutly defended the plan on
the ground that it provided for the
only punishment that is really feared
by the brutes that it is intended to
reach.
"Crime." said he, "of the more brutal
and fiendish character is frightfully on
the increase, especially in the case
where children of both sexes are the
victims. Instances in which lifelong
injuries have been inflicted on girls
and boys of a tender age are becoming
so numerous that it is time something
was done to strike at the very root of
evil, and I am sure the only weapon
that can be effectively used against the
brutes who, in their passions, exhibit
no thought or feeling for their victims
is the lash.
"Once let the brutal element of the
community know that the pain and
suffering inflicted by thein on others
will be ineted out on their own bodies
and the shocking state of affairs now
existing will be to a great extent
wiped out. I am thankful to say that
the creatures responsible for the offenses arc foreigners. The grade of
crime against which the resolution is
aimed is peculiar to men from other
countries. And the only way to show
these wretches that they cannot indulge in such things in this continent
is the crack and the sting of the lash.
A Tublnt for a King.
"It has been erroneously stated that
A tablet recently set up at Naples
are included among the commemorates the bravest act done by
creatures against whom we are light- a king in this century, the visit of King
ing. This in not so. We are only adHumbert to the cholera sufferers in
vocating the lash for felony committed 1384. It stands" near the spot where
belong to
by men.
the excommunicated king, Cardinal
clans of animals which may or San Felice and the archbishop of
i:i:iy not deserve a good thrashing,
Naples met while passing through the
'i'lioy, however, do not enter into the hospital in the performance of their
ili .v.'u.'iJon. r.nrglary with "iolencc. as tint v.
wife-beate-

Wife-beate-

11

14,

an-oi- cr

Numbers

Won in a Long, and Exciting

Battle.
"While camping in Alabama during .
the late war," said Col. II. C. Crossman
of Dayton, O., according to the St.
t,
Louis
"I witnessed an
attack of a band of black ants upon a
striped snake.
"One evening, while I was trying to
go to sleep, after a long day's march, I
felt something move under my head. I
lifted one corner of the blanket and
found a snake between three and four
feet in length. I quickly hit it with a
small stick, but the reptile seemed
hardly stunned by the blow, so I picked
it up on the end of the stick and threw
it about fifteen feet away. The snake
landed on a large ant hill. Almost instantly the ants poured forth from
their nest, which was underneath, and
began a vigorous attack upon the intruder, who was soon covered by scores
of his assailants, biting him fearfully.
The battle raged with fury, the snake
writhing about in torture.
"The contest at first seemed an unequal one, for the snake was rapidly
thinning out his persecutors, but on
the other hand the ants were numerous and quick in their aggressive
movements. The snake with one blow
of his tail would kill or wound a long
line oPants, but the, active little creatures were soon reinforced by fresh
troops find fought with a desperation
wonderful to behold. I was astonished
beyond measure to see the tactics of
the ants. When they saw their numbers were being lessened they dispatched couriers for fresh relays of
ioldiers, who appeared on the scene in
due time to replace the killed or woundGlobe-Democra-

ed.

"The moon after a time lit up the
scene, but as there appeared no near
termination of the struggle I gave up
watching it and, stretching myself
again on my blanket, went to sleep.
Uefore striking tents the next morning
I went to look at the battle ground.
The slain insects were scattered ii
very direction, but there were
watchful ant:; upon the bay!: ( f
die snake, which lay stretchel out
dead near the ant hill."
HEALTH

IN

CORN CRSAD.

This Accounts for tlici Coo I Condition o.'
tho Souther. i l. ihor.':-- .

I'ehold the average colored laborer
on a southern plantation, sai l Hon. 1'.
U.

Winston, of Minnesota mil

Vir-

ginia, recently. How f:it nn.l i.loek h.i
looks; how his shining eyes and

ni'ioth, ebony skin reveal the robu: t
iiywcal man. lie is a type of perfect
rjulth, and to what does he owe hi ;
uperb condition? I'll tell you in two
There is tho
or.ls corn bread.
food product i:i the world,
id all honor to tho noble American
.vho is trying to teach the old world
xjople the various delicious uses of
jorn bread and the many palatable
,vays it can be prepared for the table.
If it were not for corn I don't know
iow many of tho poor people of
white and black, would exist.
'
in r.r'li' v the rnitr t:;v of life in
Vir-;ini-
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many localities of the old state. I5ut
to really love corn bread I think one
must be used to it from childhood.
Southern-bor- n
men of the old regime
commenced gnawing on corn "pones"
when they were babies; as they grew
older the pone accompanied them on
every hunting and fishing expedition,
and so, when maturity was reached,
corn in some form or other was wanted
at the table three times a day. This
fact will, I think, militate against any
extensive use of the cereal as food
among the people of Europe they
haven't been used to it. It has always
puzzled me that our own people, outside of the south, fail to appreciate the
g
(lories of maize. In the great
states of the west its use is
very limited, and the eastern inind, r.o
fur as corn is concernad, is a howling
wilderness.
corn-growin-

MEN
Come Cardinal

AND

WOMEN.

Points of Difference

the Sexes.
Women always show by their actions
that they enjoy going to church; men
r.ro less demonstrative.
When a woman becomes Hurried she fiels for a fan;
when a man becomes flurried he feels
for a cigar. Women jump at conclusions and generally hit, says the New
York Advertiser; men reason things
out logically and generally nrlss the
truth. Some women can't pass a millinery shop without looking in; cumo
men can't pass a public house without
going in. A woman never sees a baby
without wanting to run to it; a man
never sees a baby without wanting to
run away from it. Women love admiration, approbation,
on
the part of other:,; are often weak,
vain and frivolous. Ditto men. A
woman always carries her purse in her
hand, so that other women will sec it;
a man carries his in his inside pocket,
so that his wife won't sec it. A woman can sit in a theater for three hours
without getting all cramped up, catching the toothache or becoming faint
for want of fresh air; a man can't. A
woman, from her sex and character,
has a claim to many things besides her
shelter, food and clothing. She is not
less a woman for being wedded; and
the man who is lit to be trusted with a
good wife recollect:-- , all which this implies, and shows himself at all times
chivalrous, sweet-spokeconsiderate
and deferential.
I.lllpili 1:1 Cattle.
The Samoan Islands are the natural
habitat of the most diminutivo specius
of variety of the genus bos now known
to the naturalist. The average weight
of the males of these liliputian cattle
seldom exceed two hundred poundr.,
tbe average being not greater than one
hundred and fifty pounds. The females
usually average about one hundred
pounds larger, r.re very ''stocky built,
seldom being taller than a merino
r.heep." These dwarf cattle r.re nearly
all of the rame color reddish mouse
color marked with white. They have
very large heads as compared with
their bodies and their horns are of exceptional length.

DONE WITH
What a Btranfiror
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EluviitRil Kim

I

Ktfctlon.

At the Congress street elevated station at evening during a rush a man,
evidently a stranger, came along and
halted in front of the machine which
offers a stick of gum for one penny
shoved into the slot. This man, says a
Chicago paper, carried an overcoat, a
large valise and an umbrella. He evidently figured out in his mind that it
would be a good idea to take some gum
home with him. So he took out a penny, but held it for a moment as if loath
to part with it. He knew that the
penny was good, it was 'backed by r.
good government, but he appeared to
be doubtful as to the quality of the
gum.
The throng of people jostled him and
the train gong was sounded. Carefully
he selected a slot, and still more carefully did he insert the coin into the
small opening. It went about
of the way in and stuck. He
grabbed hold of the machine and shook-it- .
The penny remained stuck fast
He put down his luggage, his coat and
umbrella, took out a new knife, opened
a hawk blade and with it strove to recover his money.
The pcoplo ran against him, swore at
him, almost knocked him down. He
broke the blade of his knife, and just
then a man hurrying to catch a train
stumbled over the valise, got his foot
hung in the aruihole of the overcoat,
plunged forward, kicked the vali i
open and smashed a bottle of horsi
liniment.
The man dropped his knife and ran
after his valise, and when he gathere:!
up the fragments of his baggage and
his torn coat he returned to the clol
machine to find that some one had
stolen his knife. Hut he didn't swear.
He simply said: "And they call this
civilization."
three-fourth-

DOG

AND

long-nose-

WELCOME

Upon

tho Hound.
There were three of us in a wagor
driving from Springdale, on the rail
road, to Hunter's Hot Springs, says th
Northwest Magazine. We had fordc
the slough that during the season t
high water in the Yellowstone cut oi
the approaches to the bridge the wate:
filling the wagon box and taking tin
horses almost oil their feet at times ii
the swirl of tho current. One of th'
dogs from the hotel joined us on terr
lirma a mild-faceyellow cur with is.
lighting qualities. He was trottin;
along on the road a few rods ahead ci
the horsa when there came lop
ing across the open country a bi
coyote, making straight for him.
Away went the dog and after him tlu
wolf. The dog made a stand and tool;
a nip at the wolf; then the wolf ran
and the dog pursued, but as coon r.i
the dog had overtaken his enemy lu
changed his mind about attacking him
and turned back. Now the wolf gainct'
courage and took up the chase, running
the yellow cur clear up to the porch ol
the hotel at the springs,
The pr.rty in the tenm got a goot1

THIEVES.

Able to Pay Well for
What They Steal.
do you do with kleptoma-

Those Who Are

s

COYOTE.

The Hunted Wolf nt Last Turns

d

deal ot lun ouioi tne novel, turn-abohunt.
Mendenhall,
the landlord,
whipped up the team and we bounced
along at a tremendous pace, shouting:
"go it wolf" and "go it dog." The
landlord yelled encouragement
to
Stub, the dog, but Stub had no mind
for a tussle with the sharp-toothed
brute, and was happy to
gain the shelter of the hotel. The
coyote trotted off across the hills.
"What things a fellow will see when he
hasn't his gun with him," remarked
one of the men in the wagon.

SLOT MACHINES.
(iot for a Tcnny at an

j

"What
niacs?" was the question recently put
to the proprietor of a large shop.
"We send them bills for what they
take when we know them. If they are
strangers, we act according to circumstances. A few days ago a lady was in
the shop with her daughter a beautiful little girl of twelve years. The
girl was seen slipping a roll of costly
ribbon into her satchel. We spoke to
the mother, who became indignant.
She opened the satchel to convince ua
that we were mistaken, when it was
found to contain three lace handkerchiefs, two pairs of gloves, and the ribbon. All these articles had been appropriated."
"That was a plain case of stealing.
What did you do?"
"Well, we took the things back and
said nothing. We can't afford to arrest wealthy people and injure our
trade by making enemies among our
rich cusomers."
"You were speaking of sending out
bills for stolen goods; are they ever
paid?"
"Always where the person is a kleptomaniac. We never have any trouble
in that way. I have known of shops
which kept a regular list of kleptomaniacs. Whenever they lost anything
they sent bills to all of them. As they
all settled for the stolen goods, you
can imagine that the business was a
profitable one, can't you?"
Economy nml Artillce.

The duches3 of Huckinglr
'n her
"Glimpses of
tolls an
unusing Maori story belonging to tho
period when these natives were at war
All sorts of trie'.:,
with England.
went on, such as urn not only fair but
commendable in war. When the Maoris
were in want of bullets they used t.i
show a dummy in the bush; of course,
it was immediately fired at. A nan hi
tho background pulled it down by a.
string. "Oh!" thought the liritish soldiers, "we've done for him." Upcamo
iho dummy again, cautiously; bang!
bang! went the liritish rilles. Down
fell dummy, and this went on till somo
vcr:;o marksman than usual cut tho
.linray'a rope. No Maori would go up
he tree to splice it, for that exposure
meant certain death. Tho bullets were
.11 taken out of a little
earth bank
which the Maoris had made behind the
tree where the dummy appeured, and
were used over again. It was a long
tii::c bi frrc thin artifice was discovered.

,
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CROOKED COINS.
Criminal Operations In Doctoring
Uncle Sam's Currency.
How Skillful Manipulators Derive Large
Fronts from Clipping. Sawing,
Gouging, ltoring and (Hiding
Gold I'li'ecs.
One of the many unlawful
to

schemes

prostitute the coin of the nation lias

recently been suppressed by
Drummond. It first came to my attention early last year, says a New York
Herald writer. I refer to what war,
known as the "coin sticker," which
made possible the extraction of, without discovery, part of the silver in
c in.
The inventor of this ''coin
ticker," which was an advertisement
i rinted on paper to be pasted on coins,
old territorial rights to print and use
it. The "coin sticker" cost the government a great deal of trouble and
to suppress. On fifty cent and
one dollar coins was pasted the advertisements with a paste of glue which
almost defied removal, covering the inscription on the reverse of the coin,
'leadening the resonance and of course
enabling the swindler to take out part
f the silver and substitute base metal
Spurious coins of very common workmanship also passed readily with the
coin sticker on them.
There is a great increase of 'late in
(he number of skillful men who are
constantly studying ways and means
i f stealing a part of the genuine metal
from our coins and substituting base
metal. One of the most successful
swindlers in this line was a man named
Wilcox, who was recently taken into
custody in Chicago by secret service
lie made an average income of
from fifty to one hundred dollars a day
by clipping gold coins. By cutting a
rim from around the coin, as a tire
might be removed from a wheel, he
look away from each twenty-dolla- r
(fold piece an amount of gol.l ik.í exno
or tweiiiy-ceeding twenty-si- x
grains in weight, or the value of one
dollar. The subsequent ivivj.".i.Jg of
the double eagle, done with a machine,
rendered it as perfect as ever to the eye
of the casual observer.
The apparatus was small and easily
packed, and on reaching a fresh locality all that was required v;:s a quiet
room in an obscure street and u uupply
of gold coin. The latter ho secured
from the bank. He would depo .il a
considerable sum of money, arid after
awhile he would draw it out i;i gold.
The clipped coins were paase.l by Mrs.
Wilcox at dry goods shops mostly.
One of the most interesting processes
consists in sawing a double eagle in
two through the edge and gouging out
the inside, so as to remove about fifteen dollars' worth of gold. Thus the
piece is reduced to a hollow shell in
halves. It is then filled with platinum,
which is nearly as heavy as yellow
metal and costs at the present market
rates, though this varies, somewhat
f.
Lead is too light
ss than
for the purpose. The cut edge of the
i

n

1

one-hal-
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reconstructed coin is disguised by i.
rim of gold soldered on, and a reeding
machine renews the corrugations of
the minting. The l'csult is really a
work of art, being a combination of
five different metals. Only an expert
can distinguish anything wrong about
it.
A method somewhat similar, though
less artistic, is to substitute for the interior portion of a gold piece a core in
the shape of a planchet of silver. A
better plan, though somewhat laborious, consists in boring into the coin
from the edge so as to remove a considerable part of its internal substance.
In this manner about seven dollars'
worth of gold may be conveniently removed from a twenty-dolla- r
piece, the
hole being filled up with a metal composition and soldered at the opening
with gold.
Fortunately for the currency, practically all the gold in circulation in the
United States passes every few hours
through the treasury and sublreas-uries- .
Every piece received at there
institutions is weighed, and, if found
light in weight, is stamped with a big
"L." Such coins are redeemed as
bullion. The loss to the government
,by wear and tear on silver coin in
circulation is considerable. It overage:,
three cents on every dollar. Last year
it amounted to !?231),2!3.
The people have not all become
familiar with the faces of the new
silver coins. The obverse and reverse
of the older coins they have known so
long and intimately that the draped
figure of Liberty and the majesti pose
of the eagle are fixed in their mind un.l
always recognized, but the new coins,
with changed designs, to which,
puzzling them more, were added the
Columbus souvenirs, have not yet
established their identity.
The manufacturing counterfeiters,
quick to discover and take advantage
of whatever favors deception, almost
immediately followed the government's
issue of the coins of new design wi.h
their fraudulent issue in likene'; oi
them, and reaped a rich harvest because the originals were known, but
not well known.
too
The gilders counterfeiters,
n
saw in the new
gilded, a presentable, beguiling
piece, and pocketed a full percentage of profit until discovered. The
lack of weight should, of course, and
does make known the frauduler.1
character of the gold coin. This last,
the gilders' scheme to falsify coin, as it
requires neither skill nor expensive
'ilant, i:nd promises so much for so
little, is always u seductive one to the
unprincipled or weak of will.
twenty-flve-centeoii- !,

ten-doll-

IV.cih u Century Ago.
Une hundred years ago beef sold in
New York cityut 3' id. to3Jid. a pound:
to 5Ja'd.; live
..uittoii, 3J.Í(Í; veal,
pigs. Slid.; butter. Is. ljjd.; new mi'.lc.

to 3Jid. a quart; chickens, lOd. to
l:;.;hay, .t'2 5s. to 2 Ids. 3d. a ton;
wheat, 5s. 7!id. a bushel; barley, 3s.
Uid.; corn, 2s. Iid.; rye, 3s.l)jd.; oats.
Is. fi'id. The average yield of wheat
per acre in the state then was 12 bushels: of corn, 25 bushels ainiof buckwheat
15 bushels.
.'Ij.id.

AMERICANS AND
They

Buy

DIAMONDS.

More Tliun the People

of

ICuropa.

It is claimed that Americans buy more
diamonds than any other people. They
have always worn more, and at all
times of da,y, in 'ind out of season, so
they were a reproach to their English
cousins in the early days of social inter- course. Hut American women's diamond earrings worn early in the morning, though decried by conservative
Uritishers, had the power to change
the standard of dress. Ridiculed as
they were, the Americans won the day,
and soon European dames began to
wear their jewels in the street and on
nil possible occasions. A craze for diamonds spread over society, and not
only family heirlooms but much new
jewelry employing these once rare
stones, and bought dirt cheap, became
a feature of the daily toilette. Of
course, when fashion took a hand in
the business, the diamond market
boomed and syndicates talked very
loud and big of the fields where the
sparklers bloomed perennially. The
real gem entailed the imitation, and
rhinestones, as well as the
paste from the line
de la I'aix and the I'alais Royale hnve
had a tremendous vogue, but, as demand increases supply, the diamond
syndicates were equal to the occasion,
'ind "real stones" could be purchased
for a little mure than the false ones.
The result has been thai everybody
has worn some sort of a diamond. In
this country the craze has grown into
a cult.
Tiaras gleam on the brows of
the wives of millionaires. Necklaces
worth 'a prince's ransom are bought by
anybody who has money to pay for
them. Ifrooches, pins, bracelets, starred
with the gems, are so common a woman
must plaster herself with them to be
observed. Every girl "just engaged"
exhibits a diamond ring, and it has developed a vein of humor, if not a new
class of joke, that much envied gage
d'amour.
The nice young man who
polishes your boots for a nickel wears
a "diamond" in a not too fresh neck
fiearf, and the gentlemanly ear conductor is not above ornamenting his
little finger with an oil colored African
stone! In fact, where there i:i the least
excuse for jewelry, one may be certain
the preference will be given to the diamond kind;
NOISELESS

ROYSTERERS.

The Whooplcss S;rre Indulged In ly a
Trio of Mut
Three men went out on a quiet drunk
the other night, says the Kansas City

Times. They drank early und often.
In the descriptive parlance of the north
end they "made a night of it." Unlike
the majority of men, the more intoxicated they became the less they
"talked." They were inutes, all three
of them, deaf mutes. They visited the
saloons of the nor th end and imbibed
copious libations of the extract of malt.
They lined up be fore a bar and chatted
to each other on their linger ends, and
drank and smiled and smiled and
smiled. Words were written in the air
'.villi startling rapidity early in the
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evening, but ns the night wore away
the insidious something that steals
through one's system after repeated itd
erations to the
monarch
to "iill 'em up again," began to tell on
the mutes. Their fingers began to grow
"thick" and did not readily respond to
their owner's will as was their wont in
periods of sobriety. Toward midnight
it became plainly apparent that their
artificial source of expressing their
thoughts was losing its integrity, also
i ta orthography.
This fact pleased the
mutes. They looked as if they would
like to whoop a few times in defiance
of the police and the public. But as
thi;j pleasure was denied them, they
pounded the bar and nodded to the bartender to fill the glasses again. But
the deaf-mut- e
humanity wears out the
same as the other kind, and shortly before dawn stole down from the Sni
hills they dropped off into sound and
unbroken slumber. Then only they
became audible. Their sleeping could
be heard.
white-aprone-

1
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FEARED THE CAMERA.
N'aval

Students
the

YTlio

Smip-üho-

t

Wcro Dlnelpllned by

"And she says, if you please sir, the
maids receive in the kitchen, sir."

1'1'ocvbh.

The "snap-shot- "
camera has been
jeered at and sneered at in many
places and at many times, and the
"camera fiend" has been excoriated for
his crimes, but the camera sometimes
performs the functions of a disciplinarian with success. A naval
officer once found it more efficacious
than any article cf war and more persuasive than court inartials. It was
while he had under his tender care Annapolis cadets.
There was one thing that this officer
could not teach the youngest men in
the naval academy, says the New
York Tribune, nnd this was not to
squirm and start and jump and plug
their ears with their fingers when the
heavy cannon were fired. It was of no
use to argue with them; when the guns
began to roar they forgot the arguments. Pleadings were in vain and reproofs were useless.
It was highly
ridiculous and anything but martial
to have a lot of young men whose profession it is to make war when war is
needed act like Echoolgirls when the
sea artillery waa in noisy operation.
Filially the officer hit upon a plan.
He had a camera "trained" upon his
gallant cadets without their knowing
it, and then he ordered broadside after
broadside to be fired. The noire was
thunderous, and the actions of the
cadets were as usual most undignified
an.l most unwarlike. A few days later
some excellent photographs of the
"young - men - af
were
hung in prominent positions to be a
perpetual
reproach to those who
plugged their ears. Those photographs
did their work well. The next time
the cannon roared the cadets stood
like statues carved .from stone, petrified with their far of the "deadly
camera" nnd its brutal frankness.

When a Trench bride marries she
does not assume the hymenial white
satin, as is our custom, if her family or
her husband's are in mourning, but
foes to the altar in simple white muslin, as 51. Ernest Carnot's bride did a
few weeks ago. Though in view of
the late president's tragic death it
seemed somewhat soon for the wedding, Mita;. Curnot herself wished that
it should take place, (ft it accordingly
diil, but with so much privacy that not
even a single relative, except those im-- 1
mediately connected with the young
people, were informed. The bride's
family wore costumes of pale gray and
violet, while the Carnot ladies were, of
course, in deepest mourtiing.
The
bri.legroom'3 mother appeared deeply
moved during the service, and an air
of silence and sadness hung over the
bridal. Mile. Chiris was an especial
f.ivorite with the late M. Carnot and is
extremely pretty. She had no ornaHE TALKED TO THE MAID.
ments, except a bouquet of white roses,
with some fastened into her simple
dress. The Lady chapel of St. 1'ierre The Offense for Wlilrh tlio Mlxtrcss Cuttingly Snulibr.l u Culler.
do I'assy, in which the marriage took
A man of the wcrld was wont to call,
place, was adorned with similar ilowers,
a young widow,
but there were none in any part of the not infrequently, upon
says the Illustrate 1 American. One day
church.
the pretty maid at the door announced
that her mistress was out of town. On
Trcututro KcoUers In Florida.
Jt in remarkable how many people some pretext, however, the man enlive in Florida for no other purpose tered. Ho also talked to the maid.
than hunting hidden treasure, says the Some days later, knowing that the lady
Cincinnati Inquirer. From the stories had returned, he called again, lie was
told it would seem that there must be u bit surprised when a strange maid
millions of dollars in Spanish doub- met him at the door and showed him to
loons hidden along the Florida coast. the little reception-rooWhen she
Some of these have actually been carried his card up the stairs he
found, jnst enough to give zest to the
that she was not so dainty as
search. Capt. Kidd is supposed to have her predecessor, nnd she was not so
planted a few hundred thousand dol- pretty, though her uniform was similar
lars down there, and a number of other and her cap was as stii? and her apron
pirates used Florida soil as a deposit as spotless, lie wasreali::ing how much
bank.
There arc people who have more the woman in to the dress than
lived there fcr twenty years in order the dress is to the woman, when the
to find treasure, and have impoverished maid returned and announced promptis not receiving." The
themselves in their search for this vast ly: "Mrs.
wealth. There have never been any man of the world bit his lip it ws the
very large finds, but a number of small first time lie had ever been denied adones, and the belief that there are mittance and moved toward the door.
The maid held it open for him, and as
large sums hidden seems to be
':o passed thrrv'i it she Hurled out:

Charitable IJIrds.

There is a strong feeling of pity
among birds, and sometimes they are
as charitable as men. A pair of robins
had their nest in a fence near a house,
while a pair of catbirds had built theirs
in a bush close by. The two pairs
hatched out their young at the same
time, and for awhile everything went
along smoothly. Then it was noticed
that the robins disappeared entirely,
and the conclusion was that they had
been killed. The young robins, dependent on their parents for food, appeared to be starving, and when the
catbirds came with a worm or bit of
food for their young the robins would
thrust up their heads and make a great
noise. Presently it was observed that
the catbirds were feeding the hungry
orphans, and every night, while one of
the catbirds covered its own young, its
mate performed the same service for
the little robins. In this way both
broods were reared, the robins growing
up as strong and lively as though they
had been cared for by their own
WERE BOUND TO PLAY POKER.

Mn, (li t of Tush, I'ut l'p
Their ISrulim for Stakes.
Poker has been played with everything from pea beans to a hundred-dolla- r
KttWKpxprr

bill, but perhaps the uio-- t
curious commodity that ever passed
over the green cloth occurred the other
night among a party of newspaper
men, says the New York Herald.
Somebody suggested the evening
hours would pass more quickly ii
all hands indulged in the national
game. Every one wns willing, but
when nn account of stock was taken it
was discovered that there was only
about one dollar and fifty cents in tht
crowd, and every one objected to paying for "wind." After a little discussion some one hud an idea, which he
put in these words: "Let's appoint a
committee of two as judges, then frían hour let us sit down and vrilo
short stuff for the Sunday paper.
Everything that the committee agree:;
upon as being good enough to La
printed shall be accepted as cash aud
?:in be paid in as equivalent for a stack
of chips."
This idea met with instant favor,
und for an hour or more nothing could
be heard in that room but silence. At
the end of that time each one produced
his quota of alleged interesting stories,
and the committee to which it was submitted, reading it all with a lenient
eye, passed nearly the whole lot.
Then the game began and furnislud
the curious spectacle of men oper.b'
jack pots for a quarter cf a column
nnd anteing with a "stick," with a
fixed limit of a column, including the
head.
Of all the newspapers, big and little,
good and bad, published throughout

the world more than half arc printed
in the English language. Think of
that!
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HOS'. .N h..ISELF.

He Wub an E TluriliuH Unum
Tel tow.

Sort of a

It would be well if all jokes were as
innocent as one played by a railroad
conductor upon a commercial traveler,
and related by the traveler himself in
the Yankee lilude. lie had left the
train at a little station, a junction, on a
western branch road, where he wan to
wait several hours for a train going in
another direction. There was no one
in Bight, and he was looking about in
a homesick fashion, when the conductor spoke to him.
"Dull place, aiu't it?" said the conducto)1.

"Rather," answered the commercial
traveler, "especially if you've got to
stay here four hours."
"Oh, well, you won't bo without company."
"liut I don't see any. Who are
they?"
"Well," said the conductor, speaking
ilowly, as if he were reckoning them up
by a process of recollection, "there's
the telegraph operator, the booking
clerk, the cloak-rooclerk, the signalman, the storekeeper, the accident in-- !
urancc agent, the postmaster, and one
( r two other oiücials.
You'll find 'em
inside the station."
"That isn't so bad," the traveler
thought, and as the train started he entered the door. The station was dimly
lighted, with no one in sight but a
d
man at the telegraph instrument.
"Where are the others?" asked the
traveler.
"What others?" answered the telegraph operator.
"Why, the cloak-rooman, the booking clerk, the postmaster and the rest."
The man began to grin.
"Oh, it is that conductor again," he
;:ndy-haire-

said.

"Well, where are they?" repeated the
traveler, with some asperity.
The sandy-haireman tapped him-- f
elf on the chest.
"Them's me," he said. "Come in and
f it with us."
And the traveler, appreciating the
jko a sort of e pluribus muim reversed, accepted the invitation, and
found himself in pretty good company.
d

WHY

THEY

STRUCK.

Workmen Who
Jr trd to Sl:tliiR Around
unit Doing Nothing.
()1

It has been customary lor many

peo-

ple to consider the southern laborer as
low, lazy and shiftless, yet a writer in
i

Engineering

Magazine says

that no

stranger could enter one of the mills

or pass a day in the
woods
without being surprised by the vigor
villi which work is performed.
Work iias become an instinct; the
laborer knows but four conditions
eating, sleeping, working and, after
pay day, a carousal, or absolute idlepine-timb-

ness.
A curious story of a strike is told at
no of the mills. The hours of labor
re long from dawn to twilight. In
ihe winter the hourj are fewer, but in
umiMer the saws aro buzr.ing and the
:

va.le cjij::iu::íív :.live and at work
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bef orethe sun lias touched the tree tops.
A northern foreman of philanthropic
principles took charge of a certain
mill, and sorrowed within his heart for
the poor" fellows wearing out their lives
with the cant-hoo- k
and saw. So he decreed that from seven o'clock in the
morning to six in the afternoon should
constitute the labor of a day.
There was a murmur in the camp,
and in two days there was a general
strike. Called upon for reasons, the
spokesman stated the case of the men:
"We all jus' doan like dis yar gwine
ter wuk at seben o'clock. Wha's de
use ob sittin'aroun'fer two hours in the
mawnin' 'fo' gwine to wuk? We jus'
ain' gwine to stan' it, dat's all."
So the strike was declared off by the
superintendent agreeing to allow all
hands to go to work at dawn and keep
at it as long as they could see.
BLUE-EYE-

D

INDIANS.

They Live in Mexico and Are Known as
" Griegos."
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HE

REFciiED TO

DIE.

The Miraculous HeHurrcctlon of an Old
Man from tho Urave.
Jules Carle, of Juneau, is seventy-eigyears old, but vigorous and Well

ht

preserved. Twenty-si- x
years ago he
was living in New Westminster, 15. C.
One morning as he sat in a restaurant
awaiting his ordered breakfast he suddenly died at least there was every
physical evidence of death. A competent i sieian examined him and pronounced him dead a victim of heart
lisease. lie was laid out for burialand
his friends kept the usual vigil over
Ids body.
All theliinc he was keenly conscious
of what went on about him and could

realise the fate in store for him, and
yet he wus as helpless as if he had
becr. really dead. In the afternoon of
the next day his friends bore him in
adness to the graveyard, lie suffered
mtold agonies lying in the coilin, with
.he lid fastened down. He tried in vain
to move or make a noise to indicate
hat lie was alive. The trance held him
i deathlike prisoner.
Finally he could
'eel himself being lowered into the
rave. As the first clod of earth struck
he lid of ki:i coilin he began feeling
warm blood pulsing from his heart. All
at once he could move his hands. He
struck the coilin lid and called out for
help. The alarmed pallbearers stopped
shoveling dirt into the grave. Ho called
again. The majority of those present
beat a hasty retreat, alarmed over the
fact that tho dead had come to life.
One courageous friend unscrewed the
lid of the eoffln and helped him out.
tie never felt better in his life, and ran
about exercising his benumbed limbs.
The people believed they had witnessed
a miracle. He returned to town and
entered the restaurant, hungry for supper, and when the cook and servants
saw him come in wrapped in his shroud
they rushed out through windows and
doors shaking witli fright.

In a mountain village, perhaps a
day's ride from Mexico City, lives a
tribe of exclusive, aristocratic Indians
called "los Griegos," the Greeks, says
the Chicago Tribune. They arc light
complexioned and the majority have
blue eyes and light hair. They dress
principally in two shades of blue and
their clothing is good, well made and
generally embroidered with the bead
and silk embroidery of which Indians
are so fond. Their houses are better
built and .furnished than is usual
among Indians. Many have pianos
and other musical instruments upon
which they play with considerable
skill. These "Griegos" have no commercial or social connections with
other tribes, holding aloof from even
those who live at the base of the
mountain on which their village is situated. They raise their own food, do
their own manufacturing, have their
own schools, churches and social institutions, and seldom or never marry outCliPHupcAke Bay Chtiriictern.
side of their own tribe. There L; i i
is
interesting revelation of charan
It
tobe nnother tribe of bluc-evcIndians, who have the apt).:.r acter to the northerner to go down the
anee of Germans living in the i. icnv Chesapeake bay by any one of several
steamboat lines running from Haiti-mor- e
Madre mountains in the state of
to points in Maryland and Virginia, on each shore of. the bay. The
boats ore of very different quality and
Tho Jiipnnmo Idithlng Hour.
In Germany at one o'clock all the .peed from those that ply the East
river and the Hudson, and the passen-cr- s
r
world is taking an
r.moki
are usually southerners or border
oran after-dinne- r
nap, and business
folks. There is much talk of polstate
even banking, is suspended. In .la pat
itics
and hunting "gunning" is the
the bathing hour to before supper, in
between five and six o'clock every liv more usual term a great deal of toing being is nude. The public l.aih bacco chewing, and an easy familiarity
are crowded. At home children, youn; among the passengers and between
people and old people are in the tub. them and the officers of the boat. Tho
getting in or getting out of the tub. voyage on the Chesapeake, if taken by
which in placed in the garden, in court moonlight or .by day, is as charming
yards, shops or on the piazza, without and varied as one could wish, and tho
the least apology r,f a screen. 1 f a cus- steamboats run up half a dozen tidal
tomer appears the bather talks basi-nos- rivers that are beautifully clear ond
over the water, and in private lined with an abundant
families callers ore neither abashed nor growth of trees and shrubs. Here and
embarrassing. In the humble quarters there one catches a glimpse of the
the tubs are set on the threshold, and grounds attached to a house having
neighbors on opposite sides of the street what Murylanders call a water situagossip, chatter and exchange the most tion, and there aro occasional stops at
amiable gteetings. The national towel private wharves to receive as freight
the products of one or more farms.
is nankin bin?.
i

f.dr-haire-

after-dinne-

semi-tropic-

,
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PROFESSIONAL

í

K

EAULE:

CARDS.

A. AJiG'HETA.

J

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Will practico in all the courts of the territory. Criminal law a specialty. Ollico

corner Texas and Spring streets.
NEW MEXICO.
SILVER V1TY
TAMES S. FIELDER,
'J
ATTORNEY AT LAAV,
Office over Sliver City National Rank,
SILVER CITY
N. M.
0 . GILLETT,
5.
ATTORNEY AT LAW AND
NOTARY PUBLIC,
Collections a Specialty,
SILVER CITY
N. M.
If L. PICKETT,
11.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
SILVER CITY,
JS.JA
"
k II. HARLLEE.
A.
ATTORNEY AT LAAV.
SILVER CITY
N. M.
IOIIN

M. GINN.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Will practice In all the Courts of the

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER,

H,

J. R. Hemmlngway,
Edward L, Hall,

U.S. District Attorney
II. S. Marshal
H. W. Loomls,
Deputy U.S. Marshal
J. W. Fleming,
U. 8. Coal Mine Inspector
.1. H Walker, Sunta Fo Register Land Otllco
Pedro Delgado, Santa Fu Ree'v'r Land Otllco
John I). liryan, LasCruces Reg'r Land Otllce
.1. P. Ascarate, Las Cruces, Ree'v'r L'd Office
Reg'r Land Office
Richard Young, Roswell
W. G. Cosgrove. Roswell,
Ree'v'r Land office
W. W. Hoyle, Clayton,
Reg'r Land Office
H. C. Plckels, Clayton,
Ree'v'r Land Office

F.

A

A. M.
City Lodge. No.

R.J. Pulen.

Treasurer

Demetrio Perez,
Amado Chavez,
M. S. Hart,

Supt. of Schools
Coal Oil Inspector

O. O. F.

T
1
l

Nutt

Rincón
LasCruces
El Paso

5:20 a. ni.

Leave.

John

L.

Win. Bialim.

COl'NCH.MEN.

White,
Marliii Maher
M. K.

Arrives.

II. Mil nun, Agent.

Rates Reasonable,
Broadway, opposite Broadway Hotel.

WEBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL
ArB7.ffim.,DICTIONAR Y
A Grand Educator,
Succmorofthe

" Vnabridgcd."
Standard of the
U. 8. Gov't Printing Office, the U.S.
Supreme Court and
of nearly all the
Bchoolbooka.
Warmly commended by every
State Superintendent of Schools,
and other Educators almost without number. A College President writes I "For
" ease with which the eye finds the
" word sought, for accuracy of dcflnl-"tlofor effective methods Jn Ind-

n,

icating pronunciation, for terse yet
" comprehensive statements of facts,
"and for practical use as a working
' dictionary, ' Webster's International'
"excels any other single volume."
The One Great Standard Authority,

OP EDUCATION.

R. L. Powel.

7:40 p. m.

Guns and Revolvers
Promptly Repaired.

CITY

G. N. Wood.

"
"

3:20

5:UH

Bicycles,

Probate Clerk
Sheriff
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
School Superintendent
Mayor
Lreasurer
Clerk
Attorney
Marshal

10:10 a. ni.
' 1:40 p. m.
f 12.fl0 a- - ,
1:40 p. in.

General Repair Shop.

Treasurer

E. M. Young,
A. B. Laird.
G. W. Miles.
R. L. Powel,

No. 805.

Departs.

J. SMITH,

Probate Judge

M. W. Porterflelrt,
J. W. Fleming,

BOA It U

meets
of each month.
Isltlng patriarchs cordially Invited.
A. E. Atkins, C. P.
J. J. Kki.i.y, Scribe.

l

Silver City
"uniliiB

COUNTY.

T O. O.F.

1.

J

"
"

Auditor

S. S. Bninniu.
8. Meets at MasonBaylor Shannon.
over Silver City Nat'l Hunk, the Thomus
Foster
1 hursduy evening on or lieforo the full moon
each month. All visiting brothers Invited to R. 11. Thielmunn.
M. W. Twomky. W. M.
attend.
I'KttiiY It. Lady, Sec'y.
.1. W. Fleming.
Í.I. W.Carter.
U.SIIverClty Chapter No. 3.0. E. S. Meets
ni. I'. Loreuz,
every 1st luid 3d Thursday In each month at Frank
Wright.
Masonic Hall. Mas. Ckna Cokuiiove.
W. M. C. L. Cantley.
Mus. N'Ki.t.Y H. Lady. Sec'y.

No.

p.m.
"
"

H:05

E. L. Burtlett,
Solicitor General
J. H. Crist, Santa Fe,
District attorney
S. H. Newcomb, Las Cruces.
"
"
W. II. Whltemun, Alb'que,
"
"
L. G. Bell. Silver City,
M. W. Mills. Springer,
C. C. Fort, Las Vegas,
"
"
"
"
Geo. B. Baker, Roswell,
F. Pino,
Librarian
H. S. Clancy,
Clerk Supremo (!ourt
E. H. Rergniann.Superlntendent Penitentiary
Geo. W. hnuehel,
Adjutant General

rt . Silver

i. Jus L. Rldgelv Encampment
the 2d and 4th Wednesdays

4:00
1:10
12:40

destination.

11:45a. in.

c

ic Hull,

No. 800,

Arrives.

10:40

TKIlllITOIlIAl,.

Territory.
.
SILVER CITY.
N. M.
COURT OF PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS,
T. PHILLIPS,
R. Reed, of Iowa. Chief Justice.
Joseph
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Associate Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of CoOllico at llnlley's drug Store. Rooms
at lorado; Thomas C. Fuller
of North Carolina;
Dr. llnlley's residence.
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
SILVER CITY
N. M. Sluss. of Kansas.
Muthey Ü. Reynol,
of Missouri, United
States Attorney,
SECRET SOCIETIES.
J A. M.
11. Ml ver City Chapter. No. 2. at Masonic
Hull. Regular convocations on 3d Wednesday evening of eneh month. All companions
Invited to attend.
Aaiion Schittz, II. I'.
I'Kititv It. Lady, Sec'y.

TOPEKA'dk SANTA FE
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
In Effect August B, 1894.

ATCHISON,

Jus. Gillett,

So writes Hon. D..T. brewer, Justice V. 8.
Supreme Court.

Geo. I). Jones.

Isaac Tiffany Lodge. No. 13. meets at Odd
KIltE DKPAHTM ENT.
ellows' Hull. Bunk building, Saturday evenings. Members of the order cordially In- L. A. Skelly
n,,.f
vited to attend.
T. W. Holson.'N. Gi M. George Robinson
Assistant Chief
St. Ueoimik Roiiinson. Sec'y.
C. C. Wliltehlll
Foreman, R. B. Hose Co.
Steve Chle
Foreman, J. W. F. Hose Co
T O.O. F.
W. F. Loreuz Foreman. Hook and LadderCo.
Helen Lodge, No. 7. Rclieknh Degree.
I.
Meetings-Secoand fourth Friday nights in
each month, at hall of I. S. Tiffany Lodge No. We do not.
13. Bank building.
L. H. Rowu.K.K. N. G.
Print Everything
St. Gkoiuík Roiiinson. Sec'y
oui

G.

C. MERRIAM CO., Publishers,
Springfield, Mass., U.S.A.

BTRmA to the publish! for free pnmplilet.
Do not buy cheap reprints of nmient editions.

W

nd

V

OF P.

iVt Meets 2d and 4th Tuesday nights of each
month. atOdd Fellow's Hull. Visiting Knights
Invited.
Fiiank Wiikiht. C. C
J. J. Siikuidan, K. R & S.
A

A,

Postage Stamps,

t?

1

but

O. U. W.

Meets on the 1st and 3d Tuesday or each
Fellow workmen cordially Invited.
'
C L. Canti.ky, M. F.
E. M. YoiTNd, Rec.

month.

Ollliliil Directory.
PKIIKIt Al..

Anthonv Joseph,
W. T. Tliorntoii,
Lorlon Miller.
Thomus Smith.
N.C.Collier.
A. A. Freeiniin,
N. B. Laiighllu.
A. II. Full,

Delegate to Congress
Governor
Secret u ry
Chief

Justice

Assoclut.es

L. W. Lenoir. Clerk Third Judlclnl District
('hurles F. Ensley.
Surveyor General
Charles M. Shannon,
1. S, Collector

THE EAGLE
JOB OFFICE
Can print anythingfrom

Onice-Yan- kie

St,,

between Texas
and Arizona
Streets,
Silver City, N. M.

a neat Business Card
to the picture of a
hedge fence.

.

